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trainee has to deploy safety procedures step by step to
tackle the situation.

The progress of the program depends on action taken by
the trainee. For example, if the trainee did not note the
unknown fluid on the floor and step on it, he will slip
himself and fall as shown in Figure 8.

(a)

Figure 8, trainee stepped on the unknown fluid and
slipped.
Another example is the water leakage of the
condenser water pump scenario. After replacing the
damaged gasket, the three bolts of the strainer flange
have to be all halfway screwed up before fully screwed
up as shown in Figure 9. Otherwise, water leakage will
occur later in the testing stage. Therefore, trainees
taking different actions result in different outcomes.
This valuable experience can surely impress the trainees
with consequences associated with different actions. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the VR training system, we
invite the trainees to complete a questionnaire before
and after the training.
Currently, the learning contents under development
are expected to be ready for use by September 2015. In
the future, we will study effectiveness of the training
program by means of collecting feedback from two
groups of students, with one group using the VR-based
simulation system while the other group not using being
the control group.

(b)
Figure 5, (a) a scenario with some chemical fluid on the
floor in an engine plant room, and (b) a screenshot of
the procedure in handling the fluid.

Figure 6, a scenario with fire hazard in a virtual engine
plant room
Another example demonstrating the simulation of
fire hazard is shown in Figure 6. We also have some
augmented reality (AR) application for training purpose.
Figure 7 shows the AR application simulating the water
flow in the pumper.

Initial findings and results

Conclusions

We completed designing and implementing several
scenarios for the training program including the
incidences of unknown fluid on floor, air flow drop of
fresh air handling unit, water leakage of condenser
water pump, and pressure drop on compress air system.

In conclusion, the Engineering Discipline of Hong
Kong Institute of Vocational Education has been
developing a VR-based simulation system which is
equipped with a projector-based CAVE system. The
pilot application is operation and maintenance training
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Figure 7, augmented reality application simulating the
water flow in the pumper

Figure 9, after replacing the damaged gasket, the three
bolts of the strainer flange have to be all halfway
screwed up before fully screwed up. Otherwise, water
leakage will occur later in the testing stage. Different
actions result in different consequences.
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for plant room maintenance. The simulation nature of
the system being developed manages to maximize
safety and minimize risk of the training. The system
facilitates emergency scenarios including fire hazard
and gas leakage to be included in the hands-on training
program for students. Without the simulation system,
students can hardly have similar training in workplace
or practical training in school settings. As a result, they
may not be able to perform necessary actions owing to
lack of proper training and result in catastrophic
consequences.
Several scenarios are designed and implemented.
During training, students can perform a range of actions
which can influence the progress of the training
program and results in different consequences. These
valuable experiences surely can well impress the
students and well accomplish the training objectives.
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Abstract

Introduction

The paper summarizes the past, present, and future development of various international collaborations and related activities at the International College, King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang (KMITL), Thailand. The aim is not just to
provide a summary of information but also to share
the authors’ first-hand experiences and the lessons
learned from initiating and running various collaborative activities at the International College, KMITL.
Since its founding in 1960, KMITL has long been one
of Thailand’s leading universities in the fields of science, engineering, and technology. The International
College was established as an academic unit within
the university responsible for offering degree programs in English. This has helped opening up the university to students from around the globe. With all the
instruction held in English, this has also created opportunities for academic collaborations with universities abroad. The College has been actively working
on various forms of cooperation with its partner universities outside Thailand and has also been actively
seeking new partners to work with. So far, the College
has been offering a number of degree programs in collaboration with institutions abroad, including an undergraduate program in Software Engineering with
the University of Glasgow (UK), a double-degree
Master’s program in the management of resources
and environment with TU Bergakademie Freiberg
(Germany), a Master’s program in Automotive Engineering in collaboration with NSTDA (Thailand) and
Tokyo Institute of Technology (Japan), and a Master’s program in computing for the Southeast Asian
students who are supported by JICA in the
AUN/SEED-Net project. Other international activities organized regularly at the College include student
exchange, summer internships, short-term study
trips, and summer school programs. In the paper, we
shall briefly explain the development of our collaborative activities, and discuss related issues.

King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang
(KMITL) is a public research university in Thailand, with
a long reputation of expertise in the fields of science, engineering, and technology. With more than 24,000 students and 950 full-time academic staff members, it is also
currently one of the country’s largest science and technology universities. Today, the Institute comprises 12 academic units, offering more than 150 degree programs at
undergraduate, Masters, and doctoral levels in diverse
disciplines in science, engineering, information technology, agriculture, architecture, and management.
Since its establishment in 1960 with support from the
Japanese Government, KMITL has been actively cooperating with academic institutions and organizations worldwide on various academic and research programs. In the
year 2000, the International College was established as
an academic unit within KMITL with the primary aims
of offering degree programs that are taught entirely in
English and providing an international study and research
environment for its students and staff. Currently, the International College is offering two Bachelors-degree programs, namely: Bachelor of Engineering in Software Engineering and Bachelor of Science in Engineering and
Technology Management, and three Masters programs,
namely: Master of Science in Logistics and Supply Chain
Management, Master of Engineering in Automotive Engineering, and Master of Engineering in Computing in
Engineering Systems.
As part of the management team of the International
College, the authors have been involved in initiating, developing, and overseeing various collaborative activities
between the International College and its partners abroad
for more than 6 years. In what follows, we will provide a
summary of our collaborative activities and a discussion
on related issues.
Collaborative Degree Programs

Keywords: international collaborations, double-degree
programs, joint-degree programs, student exchange,
credit transfer, internships
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The International College has been offering a number of
degree programs in collaboration with its partner
universities abroad, as can be summarized below.
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1. Collaborative Undergraduate Program in Software
Engineering
Partner: University of Glasgow, UK
Program type: 4-year undergraduate program
Degree: BSc (Hons) in Software Engineering by University of Glasgow
Cooperation: Students in the B.Eng. in Software Engineering program at KMITL who have completed Year 2
with a GPA of 3.25 or higher and satisfy the University
of Glasgow’s English language requirement are eligible
to transfer their study to the University of Glasgow in
Year 3.
Financial matters: The student pays the tuition fee at the
normal rate at KMITL in the first two years and pays the
fee at a reduced rate at the University of Glasgow in the
last two years.

NSTDA, Tokyo Institute of Technology (Japan), and
four selected Thai universities collaborate in education
and research. One collaboration is to offer Masters programs in various fields where the courses are jointly
taught by visiting lecturers from Tokyo Institute of Technology and the local staff. Based on its expertise in automotive engineering, KMITL has been selected by
TAIST-Tokyo Tech to offer the Master of Engineering
Program in Automotive Engineering. The first year of the
program consists of lecture held at NSTDA in Bangkok.
In the second year, the students in the program conduct
research under joint supervision of researchers or professors from NSTDA, KMITL, and Tokyo Institute of Technology. Each student works in a research lab either at
NSTDA or at KMITL in the second year.
Financial matters: All Thai students in the program are
provided with scholarships from NSTDA, which cover
the tuition fees for the entire period of their study. For
foreign students, similar scholarships are provided by the
International College.

2. International Management of Resources and Environment (IMRE)
Partner: Technische University Bergakademie Freiberg,
Germany (TU Freiberg)
Program type: 2-year Masters program
Degree: M.Sc. in Environmental Management of Resources and Environment by KMITL and MBA in Environmental Management of Resources and Environment
by TU Freiberg
Cooperation: To qualify for double degrees, students in
the IMRE program at KMITL or the IMRE program at
TU Freiberg are required to (1) spend at least one semester at the partner university and take a specified list of
courses and (2) pass the thesis examination where the examination committee consists of members from both universities.
Financial matters: For KMITL students, the tuition fee
at the normal rate is payable to KMITL in all semesters.
For TU Freiberg students, in accordance with the German
government regulations, there is no tuition fee, but the
students are liable to pay a “semester fee” in every semester except for the semester the students are in
KMITL. The semester fee covers the use of facilities
within the campus and the transportation within the city
and the surrounding areas.
Note: Due to the shift in the semester times at KMITL
and the introduction of the regulations on quality assurance for Thai universities, this program is currently suspended.

4. AUN/SEED-Net Masters Program in Computer and
Information Engineering
Partners: Tokai University, Toyohashi University of
Technology, and Hokkaido University, Japan
Program type: 2-year Masters program
Degree: Master of Engineering in Computing in Engineering Systems from KMITL
Cooperation: AUN/SEED-Net project was established
from a cooperation between ASEAN and the Japanese
government with the aim of promoting human resources
development in engineering in ASEAN countries. Currently, there are 26 universities in Southeast Asia and 14
leading universities in Japan participating in this project.
One of the numerous activities initiated in this project is
the scholarships for graduate students from ASEAN
countries to do research at one of the member universities, called a “host university”, where each student is
jointly supervised by academic staff in the host university
and a professor from a Japanese supporting university.
KMITL has been a host university in the area of computer
and information engineering. The Japanese supporting
universities in this field are Tokai University, Toyohashi
University of Technology, and Hokkaido University. The
ASEAN students who select KMITL as their host university will join the Master of Engineering Program in Computing in Engineering Systems at the International College. They will take courses in this program at the International College and be supervised by academic staff in
the International College or other faculties within
KMITL and co-supervised by a professor from one of the
three Japanese supporting universities mentioned.
Financial matters: All students in this program are provided with full scholarships under the AUN/SEED-Net
project. The advisor of each student may also apply for
additional funding from AUN/SEED-Net (under the socalled “Collaborative Research Program”) to support the
research project that the student is working on.

3. TAIST-Tokyo Tech Masters Program in Automotive
Engineering
Partners: National Science and Technology Development Agency, Thailand (NSTDA), and Tokyo Institute of
Technology, Japan
Program type: 2-year Masters program
Degree: Master of Engineering in Automotive Engineering by KMITL and Certificate of Completion issued by
the TAIST-Tokyo Tech Consortium
Cooperation: TAIST, standing for “Thailand Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology”, is a scheme of cooperation among NSTDA and its partner universities in
Thailand and an academic institution outside Thailand to
develop the Thai human resources. TAIST-Tokyo Tech
is the first implementation of this scheme, where
66
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All these collaborative degree programs have been
running successfully, with the exception of the IMRE
program which is currently suspended due to the term-
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time mismatch and the quality assurance regulations recently enacted by the Thai government. These latter
problems in the IMRE program illustrate the difficulties
and the risks in running a double-degree or a joint-degree
program. Such a program is required to conform to the
academic regulations of all the collaborating universities
as well as the national academic regulations of the countries where the universities are located. The change in the
regulations on any side could affect the program and
could require the modification of the program curriculum
and the agreements. It is not surprising that collaborative
degree programs require considerably more administrative work than ordinary programs.
Our collaborative Masters programs are examples of
the programs which include collaborations on research.
In fact, this is one of the objectives of the programs. We
require every student to be co-supervised by academic
staff from KMITL and its partner universities to encourage research collaborations. In general, this has been very
successful. The programs have helped created new joint
research projects and generate satisfactory amount of
joint publications every year. However, in some cases,
there has not been much cooperation among the co-advisors. We believe this is due to the insufficient communication among the staff. This problem will be solved by
requiring more involvement from the co-advisors from
start to finish and allocating and/or seeking funding for
each student and their principal advisor to visit the research lab of their co-advisor.

their home university in the subsequent semester after
finishing their exchange study.
Limit on the number of students. Both party needs to
agree on the maximum number of exchange students they
can accept in each semester.
Credit and grade transfer. The credit systems in different universities are likely to be different, especially for
universities in different countries. Each party should
study the credit system of the other party and come up
with a rule or formula for credit conversion that are
agreed by both sides. Usually, the number of credits for
a course is related to the number of contact hours (i.e. the
hours that the student needs to be present in classes) or
the number of learning hours (i.e. the contact hours together with the expected hours of self-study) a student
needs to spend on that course in one semester. For example, suppose one credit in University A corresponds to ℎ𝐴𝐴
contact hours in one semester and one credit in University B corresponds to ℎ𝐵𝐵 contact hours in one semester.
Assuming that the amount of workload during one contact hour in one university is equal to that in the other
university, we may adopt the following formula:
1

ℎ𝐴𝐴

credit at University A =

1

ℎ𝐵𝐵

credit at University B

or
ℎ
1 credit at University A = 𝐴𝐴 credits at University B.
ℎ𝐵𝐵

Another approach is to assume that within one typical academic year the amount of student workload in one university is the same as that in the other university. Then
we perform credit conversion based on the total numbers
of credits in a typical academic year in the two universities. This is the approach adopted by the European Credit
Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS), which stipulates that the workload in one year corresponds to 60
ECTS credits (European Commission, 2015). For example, suppose in a typical academic year the total number
of credits taken by a student in University A is 𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴 and the
total number of credits taken by a student in University B
is 𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵 . By the mentioned assumption, these two numbers
represent the same amount of workload. Therefore,
𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴 credits at University A = 𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵 credits at University B
or
𝑡𝑡
1 credit at University A = 𝐵𝐵 credits at University B.

Student Exchange Programs
Student exchange is one of the activities that the International College has been actively promoting. By a
student exchange program, we mean a program agreed
and organized by two universities (called a bilateral exchange program) or by more than two universities (called
a multilateral exchange program) that enables students
from one of the universities (called the home university)
to study for a certain period, such as one semester or one
year, at another university (called the host university) in
the agreement. Typically, during the exchange period, the
exchange students pay the normal tuition fee at their
home university, while spending their time studying at
their host university. They are still responsible for their
living expenses and other additional expenses, such as
traveling expenses, visa fees, insurances, etc., unless they
receive scholarships or financial support from the home
university, the host university, or some third-party
agency.
When working on a student exchange agreement, a
number of issues need to be sorted out and agreed. We
summarize some important issues below.
Possible exchange periods. Both parties need to agree
on the minimum and maximum lengths of exchange, for
example one semester or one academic year. Moreover,
as the term times of the universities involving in student
exchange may differ, we need to check the academic calendar of each university carefully to come up with possible exchange periods, where the student going on exchange during such periods can continue their study at

𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴
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Similar to the credit transfer, both parties need to agree
on how to convert the grade (or other form of evaluation
results) an exchange student obtains in a course at the
host university into a suitable grade in his/her study record at the home university. The simplest method is for
both parties to provide a meaningful textual description
of each grade and then convert the grades based on their
descriptions. More precise methods may utilize the statistics of the student grades in a course, such as the percentage of the students obtaining each grade, or perform
the conversion based on the percentile rank of the student’s score. To facilitate credit and grade conversion, a
number of standardized credit transfer scheme have been
introduced. For example, the ECTS system (European
Commission, 2015) has been developed and widely
adopted by countries within the European Union. The
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University Mobility in Asia and the Pacific (UMAP), an
organization founded by the governments of a number of
countries within the Asia and the Pacific region, is currently developing the UMAP Credit Transfer Scheme
(UCTS), which is intended to be used as a standard credit
conversion scheme by universities within the Asia and
the Pacific region (UMAP Secretariat, 2010; SEAMEO
RIHED, 2012). These credit transfer schemes provide a
standard credit and grading system, to which each university can relate its own credit and grading system. The
university can work out how many credits in the standard
credit system correspond to one credit in its own system
and how its grading scale relates to the standard grading
scale. With this information available from all universities under the exchange agreement, conversion of credits
and grades becomes much more straightforward.
Course articulation. This involves matching the
courses in the home university with the equivalent
courses in the host university. Each party should compile
a list of the courses the exchange students may take and
perform a matching of the courses in one list with the
equivalent courses in the other list. To facilitate this
course equivalence matching, the learning outcome of
each course should be clearly written, as it is more effective to compare two courses based on their learning outcomes than to compare the actual topics taught by the instructors of the two courses.
Requirements for participating students. To ensure
that every student participating in the exchange program
is capable of succeeding in the courses he/she is taking at
the host university, the minimum requirements that each
exchange student must satisfy should be agreed. This
may include the minimum overall GPA when the student
is applying or the minimum grades for certain courses.
Also, if the host university is using a language of instruction that is not a native language of the student, a requirement on language proficiency should be introduced.
Accommodations. The two parties should either provide a suitable accommodation for the exchange students
or, in the least, assist them in finding a suitable accommodation before they arrive. Also, the agreement should
spell out whether the cost of accommodations will be
covered by the universities or by the students themselves.
Application procedure and exchange schedule. The
two parties should agree on the application procedure and
schedule. Application forms and guidances should be
prepared and made available to the students. The most
important document is the learning agreement, which
lists the courses (and credits) the exchange student is
planning to take at the host university and the equivalent
courses (and credits) at the home university. The learning
agreement must be signed by the responsible staff at both
the home university and the host university prior to the
start of the exchange. The overall schedule of the exchange should also be planned and agreed by all parties.
In particular, it should be agreed when the students’ exam
scores and/or grades from their study at the host university should be reported back to the home university.
The International College has recently signed an
agreement with Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences
in Germany to facilitate and promote student mobility between the two institutions. The College is also currently
68
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in discussion with a number of other universities. We find
that, despite the good intentions from all parties involved,
there are a number of obstacles which could cause difficulties in developing a successful student exchange program. One problem is the mismatch in the term times.
This limits the possible exchange periods. A related problem is the mismatch in the course availability in each semester. In most universities, many courses are offered
only in a certain semester, not all year round. Therefore,
the courses that a student doing a one-semester exchange
can take are limited. The student would then need to take
the courses they missed while they were on exchange at
some later time. This could make the exchange program
unattractive for many students.
Due to the differences in the academic calendars, the
exam periods in the host university and the home university may be different. Some universities may even administer an exam only once a year instead of every semester.
In this latter case or when the exam period in the host
university ends later than the start of the next semester in
the home university, a separate exam could be organized
earlier for the exchange students or be organized at the
home university instead. Also the submission and announcement of grades for the exchange students may take
place later than the normal schedule at the home university. The course reports and other documents required for
quality assurance purposes in the home university would
then need to be prepared and submitted separately. All
these require special administration and cooperation from
the relevant departments at both universities.
The most common problem in student exchange programs is the reciprocity condition. Whether it is written
out explicitly in the agreement or implicitly understood
by both parties, a successful student exchange program
requires that an equal (or similar) number of students
from both universities participate in the exchange. The
party who constantly receives exchange students but
never sends out students may consider the exchange program unfair and opt to terminate the agreement. To solve
this problem, the two universities need to work together
to find a way to encourage students to participate in the
exchange. This could be a PR campaign to help students
in one university know more about the other university
and about the exchange opportunity. A summer school,
or a similar event, where the students in one university
have a chance to visit the other university, could be organized. The less popular university could help make the
exchange more attractive by introducing more exchangeable courses, providing free or discounted accommodations, and organizing cultural activities. More importantly, both universities should get feedback from the
past exchange students and act accordingly to improve
the students’ experiences during their exchange in the future. Another plausible solution is to find more exchange
partners to join the program, thus creating a multilateral
exchange program. Alternatively, both universities may
consider joining existing multilateral student exchange
networks, such as ISEP or Erasmus.
Studying in another country requires considerable adjustment on the part of the student in a short period of
time. The student could experience a culture shock when
they arrive, have difficulty in getting along with others
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and in a different style of teaching and learning, be more
interested in travelling than studying, and, when coming
back, experience a re-entry culture shock. As studied by
Gullahorn and Gullahorn (1963), these are common
problems experienced by travellers. To alleviate these,
the host university should organize orientation activities,
enabling the exchange students to learn how to seek help
and get to know each other and meet with the local students.

either with its own money or from the support by a thirdparty agency, such as the Thai government or a government agency in the country we are visiting. As the students need to pay the rest of the expenses by themselves,
participation in a study trip is voluntary. In the past, about
10 - 15 students joined each study trip, accompanied by
2 - 3 staff members.

Short-Term Training/Internships

The International College plans to organize a summer
school program jointly with a partner university regularly. The primary objective is to draw the expertise of
the staff of the International College and its partners to
provide a short course covering a topic of current interest.
The target audiences include university students and researchers from anywhere in the world. The summer
school also provides a forum for the staff and the participants to share their knowledge and experiences. The participants will have a chance to visit the campus of the host
university and meet with the lecturers or researchers at
the International College or its partner universities, and
learn about the study programs offered. This can help attract the students to come back to the host university to
do exchange study or short-term training or join a postgraduate program.
At the time of writing (July 2015), the International
College and Frankfurt University of Applied Science
(FRA-UAS) are jointly organizing a summer school on
urban sustainability in Bangkok. We receive financial
support from the German Academic Exchange Service
(DAAD). The summer school spans three weeks, consisting of lecture sessions taught by staff from KMITL and
FRA-UAS and day trips in and around Bangkok. There
are 20 university students and researchers from various
countries participating in the summer school. The summer school is part of the activities initiated and organized
by Southeast Asian Center for Urban Sustainability
(SEACUS), a research unit at the International College
established in cooperation with German International Cooperation (GIZ).

Joint Organizations of Summer Schools

Every undergraduate student at the International College is required to undertake an internship at least once in
a summer semester (June - July) in companies or research
labs. Typically, students do internships when they finish
Year 2 or Year 3 (or both). The College encourages and
supports students to find their internship hosts outside
Thailand. This is so that the students will also gain cultural experiences from working in another country, in addition to technical knowledge and skills. KMITL has
agreements on student summer training/internships with
many colleges and universities in Japan. Under these
agreements, the International College has been sending
students to work in research labs in Japan every year. The
colleges and universities which have agreements with
KMITL also sent their students for short-term training in
KMITL every year. The students are not charged any fee
from the host university, but normally they are responsible for their living expenses during the internship period.
Depending on the agreement, KMITL and the partner
colleges/universities in some cases provide financial support for the students, including, for example, free or discounted student accommodations or daily allowances.
Every year, we received universally positive feedbacks
from both the students and their internship supervisors.
Based on this positive outcome, the International College
aims at increasing the numbers of students, both outbound and inbound, participating in short-term training
programs.
The problems we had in running a short-term training
program are similar to those occurred in student exchange (e.g. the term-time mismatch and the reciprocity
condition). But as there is no course equivalence matching or credit transfer involved, it is usually easier to initiate and manage.

Educational Quality Assurance

Short-Term Study Trips
Every year, the International College organized a
short-term study trip, lasting 5 - 10 days, for its students
and staff to visit academic institutions outside Thailand.
The primary objective is to provide an opportunity for
students and staff of the International College to learn
about universities/colleges in other countries. The International College staff can meet with the staff at the host
university and discuss on possible collaborations. The International College students and the students at the host
university also have a chance to do activities together,
such as attending classes or working on laboratory exercises in groups. The International College provides partial financial support for the students joining a study trip,
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Every university is subject to some form of quality
assurance. Universities within the same country typically
have similar quality assurance practice, especially if there
is a national framework or guideline on quality assurance
within the country. But across the borders, the quality assurance practice could vary significantly. This could
cause difficulties and, in most cases, more work when developing and running a collaborative degree program or
student exchange program.
In 2009, the Ministry of Education of Thailand enacted the Thai Qualifications Framework for Higher Education (TQF) and required all degree programs offered
by Thai universities be revised to conform to this framework (OHEC, 2006). TQF is a rigorous framework, introduced to standardize and assure the quality of the degree programs offered by higher-education institutions in
Thailand. In practice, a number of standardized documents are required to be produced for each degree
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program. A program specification containing the detail
of the program, such as the name of the degree given, the
objectives, the program structure, the study plans, the list
of courses and their descriptions, etc., must be produced
for each program and submitted for approval by the relevant university committee and the Ministry of Education.
For a collaborative degree program, the Ministry of Education recommends that the detail of the collaboration be
spelled out in the program specification. Consequently,
any change to the program from either university in the
collaboration could require a modification to the program
specification and subsequently a re-approval from the authority. This could be a long and tedious process. On the
part of the course instructors, a course specification,
which is essentially an extended course syllabus, must be
produced for each course before the course is offered. After the exam, the instructor is to produce a course report
summarizing the offering of the course in that semester,
including the deviation from the course plan (if any), the
grade summary, and the problems occurred. In case of
student exchange, where some students take courses at
another university that are equivalent to certain courses
offered at the home university, a course specification and
a course report must be produced for each of those
courses too. This requires cooperation from the instructors of such courses at the host university to provide the
necessary information in a timely manner.
To minimize the work, when developing a collaborative activity that is subject to the quality assurance process of either university, it is advisable that the two parties agree on what information is needed to be shared and
when. Forms could be prepared in advance to facilitate
information sharing.

and American universities. The Thai government,
through the Office of the Higher Education Commission
(OHEC), has signed bilateral and multilateral agreements
with many countries to provide funding for academic cooperation, including staff exchange, student exchange,
and joint research. OHEC also regularly organizes seminars and workshops on various topics on international academic cooperation.
Conclusion
Developing successful academic collaborations is not
an easy task. It requires commitment and support from all
parties to overcome the obstacles and solve various problems that come along the way. Very often, changes in the
organization are required at many levels, from the university regulations to operations down to the IT support
systems. We believe all these changes are necessary if the
university is going to internationalize. As part of the management team of the International College at KMITL, it
has been our responsibility to convince the management
of the university, the academic staff and the support staff
that what we doing are worth the effort. Furthermore, as
in any collaboration, all parties need to be open-minded
and willing to explore various options. But it is important
that academic quality and integrity are not sacrificed in
the process.
In the future, the International College will continue
to develop existing collaborations to allow more students
and staff to participate, as well as exploring further collaborations, such as a joint-degree program, a staff exchange program, and a multilateral exchange program.
Ultimately, we would like these collaborative activities
to be an integral part of the students’ experience at the
International College.

Funding Opportunities
The governments of many countries provide funding
for international academic activities. The German Government, through its German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) provides financial support for a wide range
of collaborative activities between German universities
and universities in developing countries. These include,
for example, funding for the development of a collaborative degree program, the organization of a summer
school, a symposium, or a workshop, and the organization of a short-term study trip. The Japanese Government,
through Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
has been offering financial support for academic activities between universities in Thailand and Japan for many
years. A prominent example is the AUN/SEED-Net project which provides a huge array of scholarships and
grants for its member universities in Southeast Asia and
Japan. The UK government, through the British Council,
has recently introduced the Newton Fund, which provides funding for academic and research collaborations
with UK universities, as well as travel grants for university staff in other countries to attend educational conferences and professional development seminars or workshops in the UK. Similarly, the US government, through
Thailand - United States Educational Foundation (also
known as “Fulbright Thailand”), has initiated many grant
programs for staff and student exchange between Thai
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Abstract

and RE for in most of ASEAN University including
Japan. Especially students don’t have enough
knowledge of IPR although IPR is a one of important
literacies for Technology Transfer.
Why does knowledge of IPR contribute to
technology transfer? It is easy to answer this question.
New technology is founded on layers of former engineer.
We can use another’s patent invented over 20 years
passed. There is no product to be born without the
contribution of the precedent researcher. Therefore,
because we make a patent map to grasp a precedent
patent, in the case of the product development, we start
in Japan and perform product development after having
understood existing inventions.
For these technology transfer and product
improvements, knowledge of IPR (such as patents,
inventions, trademarks) would be required. International
students who will be coming back to their home
countries graduated from universities will require
knowledge commensurate also, will have to not simply
take advantage of the technology that they have learned
in the initiative, and exert their skills also for IPR
management. Likewise among the Japanese students, its
graduates to shape in overseas factories increases are
expected knowledge of intellectual property globally is
essential at the same time.

In ASEAN countries, Japanese companies have
established factories and produce a large number of
products. And many higher education graduates will
contribute for technology transfer between Japan
and ASEAN countries. Additionally the product
development has been carried out in the factories of
the respective countries in recent years.
However, in the current higher education, it is
hard to say that doing these technical ability
educational activities, such as to have the students
that enable technology transfer. Japanese students,
eventually, have a role in the transfer of Japanese
technology abroad. Foreigner students from ASEAN
countries want to get job in Japanese companies in
their home country to transfer technology. But, it is
a current curriculum that is not enough to follow up
also demands of these students in higher education.
In higher education, time to incorporate the
curriculum on technology transfer is coming. In this
paper, we try to analyse by the following procedure
about technology transfer, especially Intellectual
Property Right.
Keywords: Intellectual Property Right, Technology
Transfer, Thailand, Japan
Introduction

1 Overviews of Japan

In ASEAN countries, Japanese companies have built
and run a large number of factories. And many of
university graduates will work for technology transfer
between Japan and ASEAN countries. Additionally the
product development has been carried out in the
factories of the respective countries in recent years.
For Technology Transfer, we have thought that
students need high technics for industrial, especially
making products, on some of engineering subjects. The
other side, there are not enough lectures about
Intellectual Property Right (IPR) and Re-engineering
(RE).
When students can learn more technology transfer
skills, IPR and RE contribute their work to invent new
products. But there are not enough curriculums for IPR

1.1 Intellectual Property Policy in Japan
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Japanese government proposed the "Nation
Declaration Policy by Intellectual Property" in 2002.
Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi made a policy
speech on the strategic use of intellectual property at the
Diet on February 4, 2002. He announced that Japan was
to become an "Intellectual Property Country," a country
endeavouring to make intellectual property a key
driving force behind the national prosperity.
The first point to be discussed is the Japanese IP
policy. The word “Intellectual Property Right (IPR)” is
defined in the IP Basic Act article 2-2 as below.
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The term "intellectual property right" as used in
this Act shall mean a patent right, a utility model
right, a plant breeder's right, a design right, a
copyright, a trademark right, a right that is
stipulated by laws and regulations on other
intellectual property or right pertaining to an
interest that is protected by acts.

patent policy formulated by them. For example, the
Patent Office, one of the METI sub-organizations, is an
administrative office for patents, design registration, and
trademarks. The National Center for Industrial Property
Information and Training (INPIT), another suborganization, was organized to run the Industrial
Property Digital Library (IPDL).
In 1998 the Patent Office was aware of the
importance of IP education and has published “Standard
Textbook for Studying IPR” and supported school
programs for IPR education. Based on this textbook, the
Patent Office and IPDL made “the Standard Curriculum
for IPR” and started “School Assistant Programs for
IPR Education.”
Although METI and its sub-organizations have
contributed greatly to the dissemination of IP, METI has
not given enough opportunity to students to study IP at
school. Because of the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) having
authority over educational divisions, METI could not
disperse IPR to schools. Until 2002, the Japanese
education system did not have curricula on IPR, and
MEXT did not have a plan to train teachers in the
subject in the secondary education system. Only few
teachers have been aware of importance of IPR and they
have taught this subject without licenses. In fact, there
are only nine lines mentioned of IPR among 230 pages
in the most used Japanese social science textbook for
secondary educational students.
Since IP education at higher education is in the early
stage, there are several issues accompanying the start of
new education. Osaka Kyoiku University started a
program called "the Education System for Teachers to
Teach IPR" in 2005. The Patent Office and Yamaguchi
University also conducted a study: "the Research
Project of IP Education at the University" in 2006.
Professors can teach to them high technology skill
and many awareness from their aspect. But there is not
enough lectures of "creating new idea" like Mindmap,
QC circles or more.

Table 1. Strategic Policies of IPR Country in Japan

2001
2002

2003
2011

Patent Office published “the Standard
Textbook for Studying Industrial Property
Rights” and started “School Assistant
Programs for IPR Education.”
METI established "IPR Curriculum."
PM Koizumi speech "Intellectual Property
Country" (February)
Intellectual Property Strategy Formulation
Guideline (July)
Intellectual Property Basic Act (November)
Intellectual Property Strategic Program 2003
announcement
MEXT added IPR education to industrial,
commercial and agricultural high schools.

The guideline of the Strategic Formulation of the
Intellectual Property of July 2002 led to the enactment
of the IPR Basic Act in December. Since 2003, “The IP
Strategic Program” has been published. The issues on IP
education at National Institute of Technology (NIT) and
higher education were first mentioned in this
publication. (Table 1) How has the IP education been
introduced to NIT?
IPR education, the Japanese scholars as well as
students had to say enough educational content and are
also provided (INPIT 2010). As pointed out in (Yoshii
2012) in particular, systematization is insufficient
intellectual property teaching of college tuition from the
standpoint subjective of supervising teachers only be
expanded curriculum has not been sufficiently built up
there. As compared with the educational institutions in
Taiwan and Singapore that use up the curriculum
actively and problem solving techniques, there is the
state of affairs we are not yet saving up with the level of
Japan this. As long as promote the internationalization
of college future, the time has come for us to regard the
curriculum to be the global standard even for
intellectual property education and, to understand the
current state of intellectual property in the ASEAN
countries.
Most NIT students cannot understand the IPR legal
system exactly, because of its complexity. So the IPR
has been taught as a special subject only few NIT had
IPR subjects.
Now it is difficult to carry out the IPR Strategic
Program due to the disorganized offices at the Japanese
Government. It is commonly thought that administrative
duties and policymaking are handled by the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI). METI controls
its sub-organizations and administrates the Japanese

1.2 IPR Education in Japan
How has IPR education been conducted at higher
education in Japan, especially in NIT? According to the
syllabus of NIT, 8 out of 61 schools (13 %) have IPR
subjects. But the number of NIT joining the “School
Assistant Programs for IPR Education” is 15. About
half of those schools have no lecture titled IP but teach
IPR in lectures with different names or in club activities.
Looking at the actualities from a different standpoint,
lectures in NIT are separated into two types: “Productbased teaching (PBT)” and “Classroom based teaching
(CBT).” Generally, PBT consists of product developing
and CBT consists of teaching IP legal system and
knowledge of application for a patent. In NIT, many of
the IPR lectures given are PBT. (Table 2)
One of the best PBT is a lecture at Tokuyama NIT.
Tokuyama NIT is the pioneer in the present situation
surrounding the IPR education. Kadowaki (2008) says,
Tokuyama NIT has twenty-four students doing patent
application for five years and they donate a part of
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benefit to IPR education. Its students can create
products with advices of teachers having experience in
enterprise.

organization for the protection of intellectual property
rights, enhance its competitiveness and sustainable trade.
DIP's main task was. The organization is the main hub
of the country of registered patents. Coverage in both
domestic and international. And foster creativity
Management and exploitation of intellectual property in
terms of commerce.

Table 2. Details of IP education lectures in NIT
Product-based
Classroom-based
teaching
teaching
2006
10
3
2007
10
3
2008
10
3
2009
10
3
2010
12
3
Source: INPIT (2007:2008:2009:2010:2011)
Year

Chart 1. Intellectual Property Right in Thailand
Innovation

Industrial Design

Traditional
Knowledge

Trademark

Patent

Most of NIT has taught IPR by “the Standard
Textbook for Studying Industrial Property Rights” with
the "IPR Curriculum." With the use of this textbook,
most students can understand the concept of IPR with
only twenty-five hourly lessons. Additionally, this
textbook is given from INPIT for free, so students
taking PBT lectures can use free textbooks.
IPR educations by both PBT and CBT have given
opportunity for students to understand IPR. Now there
are many IPR education lectures at NIT. In 2007,
INPIT researched when the teachers had begun to study
IPR. The results are shown in Table 3. It must be noted
that many of the teachers at NIT have no experience or
license of IPR education.

Service Mark

Intellectual
Property

%

4

11

10%

9

24

20%

6

37

32%

2

34

30%

0
21

9
115

8%
100%

Certification Mark

Trade Secrets

Collective Mark

Optical Disc
Geographical Indication

From the diagram showed the dip is responsible for
intellectual property in several categories such as Patent,
Copy Trademark, Layout-Design of Integrated Circuit,
etc. For example, in 2014 through the filing of an
application for registration of the property. Issues in the
invention (Invention) and design (Design) Over 12,007
entries and a number of intellectual property that has
been listed total 3,763 entries from a record dating back
over the past years from 2010 to 2014 found that the
number of registrations. Intellectual property is
increasing in Table 4.
Table 4. Statistics of Patent Application and Granted
in Thailand
2010
Invention
Design
Total
Patent

2011

2012

2013

2014

772
1,332

900
1,253

1,008
2,107

1,149
2,858

1,286
2,477

2,104

2,153

3,115

4,007

3,763

(Unit : Number)
Source: Department of Intellectual Property (2015).
In Thailand, the government has continued making
“National Economic and Social Development Plan
(NESDP)” since 1961. 11th NESDP, from 2012 to 2016,
emphasize the importance of IPR strategy.

There is a further point, which needs to be clarified.
The IPR curriculum established by INPIT lacks some
points. This curriculum is good for students to
understand IPR legal systems in a short time, but it has
no guidance on “creating new idea.”

Promote registration, utilization and protection
of intellectual property rights in order to
encourage research, innovation, creativity and
local
insight
that
benefit
commercial
applications to help drive the economy.
Source: 11th NESDP (2012:86)

2 Overviews of Thailand
2.1 Intellectual Property Policy in Thailand

But other side, there is not enough way to spread
IPR strategy in Thailand.

Department of Intellectual Property (DIP) of
Thailnad established in 1992 under the supervision of
the Ministry of Commerce. The strategy is the main

2.2 IPR Education in Thailand
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In the school
7
days
Employment
15
in enterprise
Employment
31
in NIT
On this
32
Program
Aftertime
9
Total
94
Source: INPIT(2007), p. 23

Total

Trademark

Neighboring Rights

Table 3. Timing of teachers studying IPR in Japan
NIT

Layout-Designs of
Integrated Circuit

Computer Program

Copyright

High
School

Petty Patent
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Thirdly, there is enough attention to IPR in Thailand.
When inventors, including universities, get patents, they
need for 10 years or more. This application system is
not given enough benefit for the company. These
situations are supported by social consensus.

According to the education in Thailand, we found
that student’s faculty of engineering require to work at
foreign company or industry, especially in Japan. Japan
has better technology and engineering in the world.
Nowadays, Japan was established a lot company in
Thailand. Therefore, the student needs to apply job in
Japanese’s company or industry, especially in Thailand.
At the present, Thailand has 156 universities and
institutions of higher education, 43 universities of the
private university group. From the information survey
on websites’ of each faculty of engineering of private
university group, we found that a few RE and IPR
subjects in course of faculty of engineering as shown in
Table 5.

Table 6. The number of patent applications in
Thailand 2011

1
2
3

Table 5. IPR and RE course of Private
Universities in Thailand
IPR
6
12.50%

RE&IPR
1
2.32%

5

Total
43
100%

6
7
8
9

From the Table 5, we summarized them as follows:
We found three parts from 43 private university group
as 1) 2 universities have RE subject at 4.15%, 2) 6
universities have IPR subject at 12.50%, and 3) only
one university has IPR and RE subjects at 2.32%.
Only one university has IPR and RE subjects. Thus,
a few universities promote these subjects which have
important knowledge to transfer technology from
abroad. Especially, student’s faculty of engineering has
direct knowledge and understands in technology transfer.
Therefore, students who graduate without sufficient did
not have knowledge to transfer technology from abroad.
IPR is one of the most important knowledge to
transfer technology, which includes only “required
subject” in faculty of law or law failed. This subject
excludes in “required subject” of engineering, but
include only “elective course”.

10
10

Conclusions
Although, the government of Thailand determines
the strategy of Intellectual Property filed, including
promoting, and service information about knowledge
and patent to people. At the present, the patent in
Thailand is becoming larger. Thus, people are also
becoming larger to realize on Intellectual Property. The
difficult problem is people who did not know how to
transfer technology from ASEAN countries to Thailand.
Especially, private universities in Thailand did not
include IPR subjects in “required subject” of faculty of
engineering that effect to student’s who graduate did not
have knowledge and expert in technology transfer from
ASEAN countries, especially Japan.

3 Analyse of Situations
For this research, we had some interviews for six
Japanese companies in Thailand from 6th June to 22nd
June. We can get bellows information about hiring and
skills of IPR;
At
First,
graduate
appointment,
Lifetime
employment, seniority wage system is not popular
hiring in Thailand. So they don’t train their workers to
get a abilities for IPR. If they need to use IPR, they hire
legal service for IPR. They do not need to hire patent
agents or worker having knowledge of IPR in their
company.
Secondly, they don’t need to invent in Thailand.
Most of technology inventions come from foreign
countries and most of patents are moved from foreign
countries to Thailand by Patent Cooperation Treaty
(PCT). (See Table 6)
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Number
Percentage

RE
2
4.16%

4

Company
Nationalities Number
Honda Motor Co. Ltd.
Japan
137
Panasonic Corp.
Japan
72
Thailand National
Science and Technology
Thailand
69
Development Agency
Mitsubishi Electric
Japan
41
Corp.
Thailand Institute of
Scientific and
Thailand
39
Technological Research
(TISTR)
Chiangmai University
Thailand
38
Kao Corp
Japan
37
Sanofi Sa
France
36
F Hoffmann-La Roche
Switzerland
35
Ltd,
Sumitomo Rubber Ind.
Japan
33
Ltd.,
Unicharm Corp/
US
33
Source: Patent Office of Japan (2013)
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Introduction

This paper describes the first year faculty
development program for nurturing global
education and research abilities in detail and what
the authors, the first participants, have done. In the
program, we stayed at Toyohashi University of
Technology (TUT), Japan for three months, Queens
College (QC) of the City University of New York,
USA for six months and Penang, Malaysia for two
months. The number of the participants in the
program was eleven: one from TUT and ten from
KOSEN chosen from different colleges. Also, our
specialty was different. We mainly focused on
improving our English skills through English
language training in TUT. We collaborated with
professors of TUT in terms of doing research. After
that, we went to QC to enhance English skills for
providing students with engineering education in
English
and
cultivate
global
perspectives.
Consequently, we took not only a course for English
language training, but also some regular courses of
Fall Semester and special courses designed for our
program. We also collaborated with QC professors
and some of us established a strong relationship with
them for research purposes. Finally, we went to
Penang to teach our speciality in English to
Malaysian students in Universiti Sains Malaysia and
Politeknik Seberang Perai for example, making use
of what we studied at TUT and QC. According to a
survey, we found that most of them seemed to be
satisfied with our lectures. In addition, we developed
an educational tool for teaching in English, which
was especially for KOSEN and TUT teachers. What
we did in Penang were considered to be our results
in the program. Through the program, we were able
to not only make a network of people involving the
professors of TUT and QC but also create a strong
network amongst ourselves from different Colleges
of KOSEN. The paper also discusses our future
development and possibility.

The globalization has been expanding more and
more not only in the business world but also in the
education field especially in recent years. Currently,
Japan is in desperate need of global human resources.
Toyohashi University of Technology (TUT) thus
focuses on addressing this need from an “engineer
education” viewpoint. TUT is playing a leading role in
that area of education, through cooperation with
Nagaoka University of Technology (NUT) and National
Institute of Technology (NIT: KOSEN), by providing an
environment where students can gain a global
perspective and heightened awareness of multicultural
coexistence through on-site overseas experiences, as
well as providing state-of-the-art technologies. In the
trend, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology selected “Tri-Institutional
Collaborative/Cooperative Educational Reform Project Fostering Globally-Engaged, Practical and Innovative
Engineers-,” jointly implemented by TUT, NUT and
KOSEN in 2012. One of the main purposes in the
project is to nurture globally-engaged practical
engineers who will become pioneers of the new era, and
“Faculty Development Program for Nurturing Global
Education and Research Abilities” for teachers of
KOSEN and TUT started accordingly as a part of the
project in 2014.
This paper describes the first year (2014) program in
detail and what we, the first participants, have done
because this type of educational training program,
which is for teachers of higher education institutions, is
rarely conducted in Japan. In that sense, it is worth
introducing the program. In the first program, we stayed
at TUT, Japan for three months, Queens College (QC)
of the City University of New York, USA for six
months to improve our English skills for providing
students with engineering education in English and
cultivate global perspectives. Subsequently, we went to
Penang to teach our speciality in English for Malaysian
students making use of what we studied at TUT and QC.
The activities at each place are mentioned in this paper.
The paper also discusses our future development and
possibility.

Keywords: Teaching in English, Faculty Development,
Globally-Oriented Human Resources, One-Year
Training Program, Queens College, Penang, Lecture in
English
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2014
April

June

July

December

TUT
English training
Collaboration with mentor profs.

Queens College
English training
(six weeks)

Teaching in English,
Academic Language Support Course
Regular courses

Skype session with
QC students

2015
January

March
Penang

Lecture in English
Development of an educational
tool for teaching in English

Research with mentor profs.

Figure 1. Time schedule of the first year program
Schedule and Participants of the Program
The time schedule of the first year program is shown
in Figure 1. As mentioned in the above introduction, we
stayed at TUT for three months from April to June, at
QC for six months from July to December, in Penang
for two month from January to the beginning of March.
The number of the participants in the program was
eleven: one from TUT and ten from KOSEN chosen
from different colleges; KOSEN has 51 colleges (55
campuses) all around Japan. Also, our specialty is
different such as mechanical, electrical, computer,
chemical, bio and civil engineering, information
technology, and architecture. We basically did not know
each other before staring the program, but we had spent
one year together among all three places. Since this kind
of thing does not happen in not only KOSEN but also
other higher education institutions, this should be one of
interesting points in the program.
Program at TUT
In this section, our activities in TUT are described.
Before going to QC, the participants of this program
went through a training program in TUT from April 2nd
to June 20th, 2014. There were essentially two missions
at TUT. One was taking English training courses by
ALC education Inc. and the other was collaborating
with mentors for research purposes. To support this
training program, we also had a mentor for English
learning, and practiced English with students or former
students of QC during Skype sessions.
English Training Program by ALC
The English training courses by ALC consisted of
several intensive courses, which were completed in one
or two days, and regular courses. Among many courses
provided in this program the following courses are
covered in this paper: Global Vision, Teaching IN
English, and Effective Writing from the intensive
courses, and Academic Writing, Academic Skills &
Reading, Active Communication, Presenting & Logical
Speaking, and Teaching Simulation from the regular
courses. After completing these courses we were
required to give a mock up lecture, which was called
Showcase Wrap-up.
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We took Global Vision at the beginning. The
lecturer worked at a human resources and institutional
development consultant gave us a global mindset and
reassuring our purpose to take the program. The course
was helpful to enhance our motivation to go through
this program.
In Teaching IN English we learned a lot of tips
about teaching in-class lectures in English as non-native
English speakers. It included designing courses,
motivating students, encouraging participation, teaching
diverse students, providing learning skills. Of course,
we performed demo lectures of our specialized
academic fields. Through doing this training, we
recognized the strength and weakness of our own
lecturing skills.
In Effective Writing we learned some techniques
required for academic writing, which included
controlling formality and politeness, sentence
construction, parallel structure, expressions of numbers
and ranges, discrepancies in nuance between Japanese
and English words, and basic rules for English writing
such as itemization, punctuations and spacing.
Most of the regular courses were held once a week.
One of the regular courses was Academic Writing. We
learned how to write essays, especially basic structures
of essays including paragraphs, topic sentences,
supporting sentences, concluding sentences and thesis
statements in this course. We also learned how to
choose topics, gather ideas, organize the stories, review
and revise them. Although writing essays is a
fundamental writing skill even for children grown up in
Western countries, we rarely learned such organized
writing methods in our childhood in Japan. These skills
were really useful for us to construct clear and logical
writing. Actually, writing an essay was an important
subject in a placement exam held in the English training
at QC.
Another regular course was Academic Skills &
Reading. This course focused on effective
comprehension of the gist of information in English by
listening and reading. When we listened to or read
stories in English, all of the information was not always
important; therefore, it was important for us to know the
technique to obtain the gist of the information
effectively. One of the important techniques in reading
was the process of surveying, skimming and scanning.
At first, we grasped the rough ideas about what the
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articles were telling at a glance in surveying. Thus, we
obtained more precise ideas by skimming, in which
process we obtained the rough information just by
reading headings or topic sentences. If we need specific
information, we could scan them very quickly by
concentrated on the specific words. We can use the
processes in combination with signposts, which means
the words or phrases by which we could expect what the
writers are going to write in the following sections. For
example, when the writer describes, “The most
important thing is…,” the following part should be the
main idea. Of course, we can also use this technique in
listening. Moreover, the signposting is quite a powerful
technique because it can also be used to attract the
attention of the readers and audience.
Active communication was the course in which we
learned how to make good relationships with other
people and express ourselves through conversation. We
made pairs or groups and talked with each other in
English according to several topics such as greeting,
building relationships, making opinions, and narrating
past events. A lot of typical phrases which were
frequently used in each situation were provided to
facilitate the conversation. One of the merits of this
course was to eliminate our mental barriers to speaking
in English by continuously making conversation
somehow.
Presenting & Logical Speaking was the course for
enhancing our presentation skills. We learned a lot of
skills, which were important for making effective
presentations. Those included not only how to create the
contents of presentations but also the techniques of
delivery, postures and discussion. Actually, we gave
presentations in front of the class, and received
feedback commendations and recommendations.
In Teaching Simulation we gave presentations
assuming the lectures we were doing in our schools.
Similarly to the Presenting & Logical Speaking, we also
received feedback commendations and
recommendations from the class. The demo lectures
became the base of our last task in TUT, Showcase
Wrap-Up Presentation.
Showcase Wrap-Up Presentation was held on June
19th, 2014. Every participant gave his mock up lecture
mainly to teachers and students of TUT. Total time
assigned to each presenter was 25 minutes, including 20
minutes presentation and 5 minutes discussion. We gave
various styles of lectures individually by trying to take
advantage of what we had learned in the whole courses,
e.g. active learning and interactive communication with
the audience.
For the final part of the training program by ALC,
we took Global Vision again through a discussion about
our future work to make sure of our motivation for the
forthcoming programs in QC and Penang

lives in TUT. He also planned Skype Sessions that we
were able to talk directly with native English speakers:
students or ex-students of QC in this case, in terms of
Skype, one of the major online videophone services.
Although the time difference between New York and
Japan was almost half a day and we had difficulties to
arrange the time for conversation, the activity was
helpful for us to train our conversation skills and to
know the information about the life in New York in
advance. Some of the participants established good
relationships with them and met them in the U.S.
Collaboration with Mentors of TUT
All the participants from KOSEN were assigned to
mentors chosen from the professors of TUT. The
mentors were selected in consideration of the
specializing fields of the participants. The aim of this
mentor system was to support the participants during
their stay at TUT and hopefully to establish mutual
connections for the collaborative work in the future. The
relationships between the mentors and KOSEN teachers
depended on the extents of matching in their research
fields and academic interest. Some of them actively
participated in the lab activities of their mentors such as
lab seminars and experiments.
Program at QC
The program at QC is mainly divided into five parts:
1: English training: English Learning Institute (ELI)
2. Research with mentor professors
3. Regular courses
4 Teaching in English (TiE)
5. Academic Language Support Course (ALS)

English Mentor System and Skype Sessions
One mentor for supporting English learning of
KOSEN teachers was provided from TUT. The mentor,
who was British, worked at TUT as an English teacher.
He occasionally talked personally with us and gave
advice not only for English learning but also for our
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English Learning Institute (ELI)
We had participated in the ELI’s program in the first
six weeks at QC. ELI of QC is a comprehensive
academic program for learning English as a second
language. At first, we had to take a placement test.
According to the remarks, students including us were
classified into seven levels. The number of students was
about 10 to 20 per class. We attended class 24 hours a
week (Monday to Thursday) for approximately six
weeks. There were two classes of three hours each day,
and four teachers taught four classes, i.e., writing,
reading, and two speaking and listening classes,
respectively: each class was conducted twice a week.
In terms of writing, writing essay was required to
improve students’ writing skills at each level because it
was one of the most important skills at the higher
education institutions in the U.S. It is much different
from Japanese education system. An interesting point is
that we discussed a topic in a group, and then we wrote
an essay as an assignment based on the ideas talked in
the group discussion. As for the speaking and listening
classes, there were two classes taught by two different
teachers. In one class, we trained practical
communication skills through the studies of idioms,
listening comprehensions, and asking questions and
answering to them in pairs with other classmates. We
also gave a short presentation in class, and we
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sometimes debated topics (for example, college
education, getting tenure, becoming a vegetarian) and
saw video clips. The desks in a class room were
different, compared with those in a Japanese class room,
and thereby we could have a discussion easily as shown
in Figure 2. We spent a lot of time discussing many
topics, and as a result we were able to interact with
students and teachers.
We found ELI teachers taught students English in a
very interactive way. For instance, they looked carefully
at students to catch students’ understanding and feeling
while teaching. Of course, KOSEN teachers look at
students during class too, but the ELI teachers looked at
even students’ facial expressions. For example, they
sometimes asked questions like, “Tom, you have a
question, don’t you? Your face is saying,” and “You
know the answer. Your face is telling me.” Sometimes it
was correct and sometimes not, but their teaching style
was worth being impressed. Looking toward
international students, students at the time came from
different countries such as China, Korea, Taiwan, Iran,
Turkey, Colombia, Venezuela and Cuba. Most of them
had a clear purpose. In addition to that, their English
skills, especially speaking skills, were pretty good. They
discussed questions and topics with us without any
hesitation in class. Because of the ELI teachers, our
classmates and English-language environments, we felt
our English skills improved.

speciality was different each other; we took different
courses. We were accordingly able to experience
various size of class from 15 to 150 students and
teaching style such as a basic lecture style and
discussion style, or using active learning and PBL
methods.
One of us, for instance, took “Principles of Cell
Biology,” which was a subject for students learning
general biology and the main target grade was
sophomores. The textbook used in the course was
“Essential Cell Biology, 4th Edition,” which was very
famous in the world in this field. The number of
students taking the course was about 150. The teacher
used PowerPoint during his lecture and the lecture style
in the course was characterized as being typical or
conventional. In another large class, however, a lecturer
used an additional electric educational tool, a “clicker,”
which elicited a response from students. The clicker
was a powerful encouraging tool for the students, who
were shy or hesitant to express their opinion and feeling.
It should be noted, however, that students here looked
much more active than those in Japan. Most of students
did not hesitate to ask teachers questions during class.
There were always some students waiting in line to ask
teachers questions after every class. In the light of
globalization of education in Japan, it seems not enough
just to change the language used in class into English.
In terms of ICT application, Blackboard, which was
a web-based learning management system (LMS), had
been introduced as a principal educational tool in the
City University of New York. The Blackboard is an
educational platform service software and embeds an
attendance book, exam making system, self-study
system, grade management system, discussion board,
and so on. KOSEN is also considering to introduce the
Blackboard.

Figure 2. Discussion in ELI class.
Research with mentor professors
Before arriving at QC, mentor professors were
assigned to each of us. However, QC did not focus on
engineering although our specially was based on
engineering, as mentioned previously. Some QC
professors and some of us collaborated effectively on a
research project and they still have kept working on
some research and might see another future
collaboration. On the other hand, research fields of
some mentor professors were quite different from our
speciality. In those cases, it was difficult to collaborate
with the professors and that was treated as an issue of
our program for the next year program.
QC regular courses
We took at least two regular courses. One was a
course for earning grades and the other was an auditing
course. Taking regular courses allowed us to learn about
an American lecture style and tips and points of how to
teach in English. As mentioned previously, our
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TiE and ALS
Teaching in English (TiE) and Academic Language
Support Course (ALS) were specially designed for the
program aiming at improving our skills of teaching in
English. Since those courses were the first attempt not
only for us but also for the teachers of QC, the contents
and effects of the courses were unpredictable at the
beginning. Both courses were conducted once a week.
Since all the teachers in the courses knew that we would
give our lecture in Penang after the QC program and in
Japan after the entire program, they took that situation
into account in designing the courses.
TiE was conducted by five teachers. Some of them
belonged to Center for Teaching & Learning of QC, and
their specialized fields covered a broad area such as
psychology, linguistics, biology, instruction technology
and physics. All information concerning this course
including syllabus, assignments, opinion exchange
using discussion board, etc., was integrated on its web
site created using Google Sites. Before starting this
course a survey on our interests was performed. The
course proceeded with discussion, and we were a little
bit confused because we were not used to the style and
we thought that it would be a lecture style class.
However, as the course went on, we got used to the
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style. Figure 3 shows a picture during the class. We
learned and practiced in-class technology using the
Internet such as Google Apps, the Blackboard in TiE.
Those tools allowed us to share students’ and teachers’
data, ideas and opinions.
TiE teachers sometimes invited guests and they
shared their experiences in the class. One of the guests,
for example, was a drama advisor of Department of
Drama, Theatre & Dance at QC. She asked us to give
our short presentation, which was recorded on video,
and she thoroughly checked our behaviours during
presentation. After checking the important points for inclass presence such as voice projection, eye contact and
avoiding distractive gestures through video clips, she
gave us very critical and useful comments.
We also learned how to improve students’ learning
efficiency with specific examples. For instance, the TiE
teachers introduced us examples of flip teaching and
active learning based on video clips on the internet and
their experiences. An interesting point for us was that
teachers in QC (in the U.S.) were also concerned about
students’ motivation for learning. Some of us thought
teachers in the U.S. generally did not much care about
their motivation because of individualism or selfreliance. In any case, we understood the motivation was
the key to improve students’ learning efficiency. Lastly,
we learned about grading such as formative assessment
and summative assessment. The topic of grading
extended to Rubrics.

QC treated us as a kind of a faculty member not as a
student, but we could take ELI and regular courses
because of the program. Our accommodation was a
dormitory named the Summit. The Summit provided us
with four-bedroom apartments, each of which included
a common space and two bathrooms. There were four
electric stoves, an oven, a microwave oven, a sink, a
fridge, and a table in each apartment. There were 11
RAs (Residence Assistants) in the Summit and they
offered many planning activities for the dormitory
students. Some of us participated in some activities, and
also planned an activity in the Summit.
Program at Penang
We stayed in Penang, Malaysia during two months
for lecturing in a local university and some other
schools. In addition, we made an online educational tool
that teachers (in KOSEN, TUT and NUT) could learn
how to teach their subjects in English.
Lecture
We all gave lectures, which we taught specific and
academic engineering study on each, in USM,
Universiti Sains Malaysia, and PSP, Politeknik
Seberang Perai. Some of us gave their lectures in PSDC,
Penang Skills Development Center, where young
students were learning how to operate machines that
were installed in factories in Penang, and DISTED
College where students were learning advanced
scientific knowledge due to enter the university, which
was in Malaysia or outside. We prepared two contents
of lectures, the first was basic knowledge of engineering
and the second was advanced knowledge in each
specific field. We gave advanced lectures only in USM
Engineering Campus because only the students studying
at this campus have had the higher level of science and
academic knowledge. The number of students varied
depending on the lecture place and schedule (from less
than 10 to over 60 students). Students’ existing
knowledge about the lecture content also depended on
the student because some of the participating students’
majors were different from the lecture content. In
addition, we had not been able to know about those until
we met the students. This was also challenging for us.
We used some teaching methods, which we learned
from the lecture, Teaching in English, at QC, especially
active-learning methods and ICT tools. It seemed that
these methods attracted the students to the lectures, and
most of them were satisfied with the contents we taught
according to surveys taken after each lecture.

Figure 3. During Teaching in English.
ALS consisted of Communication Workshop and
Reading/Writing Workshop. In the Communication
Workshop, we practiced the basics of pronunciation
such as distinguishing R and L sounds and schwa
sounds. Also, we gave 15-minute presentations about
our specialized fields, and then the teacher of the
Communication Workshop corrected our pronunciations
of technical terms and grammatical errors. In addition,
we learned idioms and basics of prepositions. In the
Reading/Writing Workshop, we mainly practiced
reading and summarizing some articles, finding
grammatical errors from some sentences, and training
vocabularies. We found many vocabularies in the
articles that we didn’t know although the teacher of the
workshop told us that those were at a high school level.
We not only learned a lot of things but also saw the
depth of the difficulty of English through ALS.
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Educational Tool for Teaching in English
We made an educational tool, which contains basic
phrases, scientific phrases and advanced teaching
methods used in a classroom for teaching engineering
subjects in English. Targeted users of the tool are
mainly KOSEN, TUT and NUT teachers. Table 1 shows
the content names and details of the contents. In basic
phrase section, the tool provides phrases used in earlier,
middle and latter in lecture. In addition, we took videos
that were based on the classroom situation and showed
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some phrases which were used in the basic phrase
section, so the video could enable learners to know how
and when to use the phases. In the scientific phrase
section, we also selected technical phrases, how to
explain graphs, tables, and equations, which were used
in an engineering class frequently. Also, this section has
the videos as same as the basic section. It is noted that
our recorded voice was used for all the phrases. We
think it is interesting and unique.
Finally, in the advanced methods section, the tool
provides the lecture videos recorded at QC where
teachers used phrases in their classes. The phrases were
also selected from the basic and science sections.
Additionally, the tool introduces the active-learning
examples and teaching tools that we learned while
staying in the U.S. The tool shows how to study English
in our cases (during the program) for giving our lectures,
and also provides our messages and advice, and our
comments as a column to learners.

This paper described the first year faculty
development program for nurturing global education
and research abilities in detail and what we, the first
year participants, had done in the program. The program
was divided into three parts: TUT for three months, QC
for six months and Penang for two months. We focused
on improving our English skills at TUT and QC. Also,
we learned and thought about teaching in English to
give our lecture not only in Penang but also in Japan in
the future. Subsequently, we gave our lectures in
English to Malaysian students in Penang, making use of
what we studied at TUT and QC. In addition to that, we
made an educational tool, which contains basic phrases,
scientific phrases and advanced teaching methods used
in a classroom for teaching engineering subjects in
English. Finally, the paper described our future
development and possibility.

Future Development
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Table 1. Contents of the tool how to teach engineering subjects in English.
Number of
Section
Content Name
Phrases or
Content Detail
Name
Contents
Earlier in Lecture
33
Greeting, Self-introducing, Hook etc.
Middle
in
Lecture
252
Signposting, Emphasizing, Responding etc.
Basic
Phrases
Latter in Lecture
41
Summarizing, Handing assessments, Greeting etc.
Video
14
Combining above phrases
Equations
51
Mathematical phrases, Chemical equation
Scientific
Figures and Tables
26
Bar/circle/line Graphs, Functions in Graph
Phrases
Video
12
Combining above phrases
Middle in Lecture 82
Signposting, Emphasizing, Responding etc.
Lecture
in QC
Latter in Lecture
3
Summarizing, Handing assessments, Greeting etc.
Active-Learning Example
2
Lecture of QC, Olin College
Advanced
Methods
Teaching Tools
4
Blackboard, Google docs, TED Ed, web sites
Learning Methods
5
Listening, Writing, Speaking and Reading
Column
2
Advices for teaching in English, columns
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Abstract

operation is better using the 590 dual-phase steel
with elasticity modulus E and yield strength σ y in
their low values but with n, K and r prom in their
high values.

One of the tendencies in the automotive
industry is the efficient use of energy; to reach
this goal, obtaining better relationship between
the weight and power of the vehicle is
advantageous. Using steels with strength higher
than conventional steels in the manufacturing of
the frame of the vehicle, besides lighten the frame,
provides passive safety on the vehicles.
The stamping of an automotive crossmember
done with conventional CMn steel was replaced
by one made with dual-phase 590 steel, which is
an Advanced High Strength Steel (AHSS). The
particular focus for this purpose is to determine
the best conditions for the stamping of the
proposed steel component without changing the
dies.
In this work, the mechanical characterization,
experimental spherical stamping and their FEM
simulation were used to obtain elasticity modulus
E, yield strength σ y , hardening exponent n,
coefficient K and the average Lankford
coefficient or average plastic strain ratio r prom .
The full manufacturing process of this component
are comprised of three main operations; i.e., predrawing, drawing and final trimming. Each one
of these operations and calculus of springback
after pre-drawing and drawing operations were
set up in a Finite Element Model by means of LSDyna using Hill48 plasticity as yield criteria,
Hollomon law as hardening rule and Forming
Limit Diagram (FLD) as failure criteria. From
the second to the final step the states of stresses
and strains of the previous one were considered
as initial conditions in actual step
To use values on the computational analysis, a
security factor based on the forming limit
diagram (FLD) was proposed.
A Design of Experiments to obtain the better
material conditions for stamping considering 6
parameters is shown; 64 simulations were carried
out using the maximum and minimum values
from standard deviations of samples of DP 590
steel.
It can be concluded that for this stamping

Keywords: AHSS, stamping, FEM, springback,
wrinkle, thinning, stress, FLC, FLD
Introduction
The automotive industry is doing a great effort to
use more efficiently the energy, this is done by two
approaches, the one is treat to do more efficient
motors, and the second is lighten the structure of the
car body also providing passengers passive safety to
passengers.
In the case of lightening the body, one of the
methods is diminishing the weight-strength rate on
the used materials, and this is possible with the
usage of the Advanced High Strength Steel (AHSS).
The conventional CMn steel has been used to
stamping chassis elements, however, with the AHSS
materials development, it is possible diminish the
weight of some parts and increase or maintain the
passive safety
In this work, a FEM simulation was done to evaluate
the possibility of stamping an automotive
crossmember with dual-phase 590 steel and the dies
geometry used right now with CMn steel, the
particular focus for this purpose is to determine the
best material parameters for the stamping.
Materials and Methods
Stamping process
In the industry, the crossmember CMn steel
stamping is done following the process: blanking
and make a pre-drawing this to avoid high thicknessreduction, when this deformation is reached,
punches are separated and a first springback takes
place, in a second step, the pre-stamped sheet is
setting up in other dies to stamp a better shape and
when the dies open, a new springback occurs to
reach the final shape, now, trimming operation is
done to obtain the final crossmember.
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Finite element simulation
To develop the FEM simulation, the
characterization of dual-phase 590 steel was done,
the ASTM E517-00, ASTM E646-00 and ASTM
E8M standards were followed, using tension testing
samples at 00, 450 and 900 from the rolling direction
and
using
longitudinal
and
transversal
extensometers. The values of Young´s modulus E,
Lankford coefficient r, tensile hardening exponent n,
strength coefficient K and yield strength σ y, were
obtained.
Using symmetry conditions, only half of the
crossbar was simulated as is shown in Figure 1.

There are two punches that stamp the sheet, both
punches move going down in a 450 angle and
simultaneously they press the sheet against the die.
The movement of the punches is in the X-Z plane
In the Figure 3, the punches are green.

Figure 3. Pre-stamp begins
Data of this step on the solution like residual stress,
strain, and thickness reduction, are stored to simulate
the next process step.
When the pressure of both punches finishes, the
movement of the punches are get out again at 450 in
the X-Z plane, now, the sheet steel is free and it is
convenient simulate their springback, from the data
stored, the result of the pre-stamp is shown in Figure
4.

Figure 1. Half Crossbar
The software used to simulate the stamping process
was LS-PrePost 4.0 from LsDyna® including the
sheet metal forming module.
The material model was HILL48 by their good
results working with steels and also for its
computational advantages.
Simulation of Pre-stamping
The first stage was a gravity simulation, the
adequate metal sheet placement over the die
including simulate the gravity effect. In Figure 2 the
sheet weight effect is shown

Fig 4. Pre-stamping finished after sheet spring back
Data of the solution of pre-stamping are stored again
to simulate the next process step.
Simulation of Stamping

Figure 2. Gravity effect on the sheet steel
Next step in the simulation is the placement of the
blank holder on the sheet metal pressing it against
the die.
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Now, the pre-stamped sheet steel is carried to
other dies with the final shape.
The next step is simulate the stamping in the final
dies, to do this, all data of the previous step are
imported and stamping in the new dies is simulated
It is no necessary the gravity load because that the
alignment of the pre-stamped shape on the die is by
geometry and the effect of the gravity is negligible
compared with the load of the punches. The punches
movement is again 450 slow down, and the stamped
piece is shown in the Figure 5.
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Design of Experiments (DOE)
When the process simulation was finished, the
next step was a search to obtain how the influence of
some material parameters in the stamping process is.
The approach is to evaluate the parameters that have
more influence in the security factor and thickness
reduction on the crossbar stamping process.
The considerate input parameters are: elasticity
modulus (E), yield strength (σ y ), tensile hardening
exponent (n), strength coefficient (K), average
anisotropy r prom and friction coefficient (f s ).
A Design of Experiments with model 26 was used
because it is considered a stable model and is
required to analyze the effects of interaction between
variables. 64 simulations were performed, the array
of the cases was generated by the Minitab® software
by varying the input parameters; the maximum and
minimum values of these variables were obtained
from standard deviations from samples of dualphase 590 steel.
Each simulation case comprising the steps of Predrawing, springback, drawing, springback, and final
trimming.
One of the output variables of experimental design is
the safety factor with respect to the Forming Limit
Curve (FLC), because this factor is not found in
publications, it was decided that to assess this
parameter is necessary to calculate the vertical
distance from the point Critical (farthest to the
points that are on the FLC or the closest to the points
that are under the curve) to the FLC
To develop the above, the following procedure was
performed:
From the graph of formability into the LS PREPOST
(Figure 8), the program gives a mapping of all states
of strains, corresponding to elements in model, over
a FLD where all points are classified according to a
quality of forming criteria; i.e., rupture risk, rupture,
excessive thinning, wrinkling and safe area.

Figure 5. Final stamping.
Again, when the punches are out, all data are stored
and in the next step the springback effect is
simulated. The crossbar in this stage is shown in the
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Cross member after sheet spring back
Finally, the material surplus is trimmed to obtain the
crossbeam as is shown in the Figure 7.

Figure 8. Formability graph

Figure 7. Final cross beam from simulation
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The results filtered only with critical points, the FLD
curve
is
as
shown
in
Figure
9.
"Subtract" the curves in the graphic editor of the
program and the greatest distance is the safety factor
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(considered negative). If critics were under the curve
points the shortest distance (considered positive) is
taken.

The resulting graphs for the safety factor are shown
in Figure 11.

Figure 9. FLD curve and critical points
If the position of the most critical point is known
and its distance to the curve, it is possible to find the
point on the curve that corresponds to the limit value
and then calculate the safety factor by calculating
the ratio between the limit value and the critical
value. According to the above, if the safety factor is
greater than 1, the point would be in safe zone; if it
is less than 1 there are rupture of the sheet.
Simulation results of the cases considered for the
design of experiments were obtained and data were
entered into Minitab® software to get the graphs of
main effects and interactions of variables.
In the Figure 10, the resulting graphs for thickness
reduction are shown.

Figure 11. Influence on Safety Factor.
Results and Discussion

Figure 10. Influence on Thickness Reduction
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According to the results shown in Figure 10, it
can be concluded that the parameter that most
influence on the thickness reduction in the sheet is
the average anisotropy (r prom ) followed lesser extent
by the exponent of strain hardening (n) , modulus of
elasticity (E) and coefficient of friction (f s ). For all
other parameters we can conclude that its influence
is negligible. As for the interaction of variables it
can be considered that there are no interactions that
influence the process.
With Figure 11 we can conclude that the changes in
the value of n, have great influence on the safety
factor (FLDSF (ratio)), this is because the height of
the FLC depends on this value, when n is reduced,
the safety factor average is reduced.
Average anisotropy (r prom ) is also a parameter to be
considered to increase the safety factor, as we know
of Figure 10 if r prom is high, decreases the mean of
the percentage reduction in thickness and therefore
the mean value of the safety factor increases. The
third factor to consider is the coefficient of friction,
as is logical, the greater this is, the safety factor
decreases.
All this is consistent with what is stated in the
literature. The following conclusions were obtained
agree with ASM Handbook Volume 02, ASM
Handbook Volume 08, ASM Handbook Volume 09,
ASM Handbook Volume 14, Groover Mikell 2000,
and James A. Szumera 2003.
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To depth drawing, should use a high value of n
because endures large deformations, but requires
more force and is subjected to greater stress.
When the material has a large value of n, meaning
that it hardens due to cold working or plastic
deformation.
For shallow stamping pattern, should use a low
value of n and low strength yield, since if a metal
can be formed with a low stress (as in super-plastic
deformation) then, levels of stress to throughout the
deformation of the workpiece will be low, and the
fracture is less likely.
With high values r prom , the average thickness
reduction decreases.
r prom is a reliable indicator of drawability of a
material. Deep-drawing capacity increases with a
high value of r prom .
The FLD adequately simulates actual conditions of
sheet metal forming operations.
The higher is the FLC in the diagram, the
formability is made larger. The thicker is the sheet,
the curve is higher, but the required forces and
stresses increase.
A material with low yield stress, high elastic
modulus and low tangent modulus allows severe
forming using little force and presenting little
"springback".

Aguilera G.E. Plascencia M.H. Ledesma O.E.R.
Ruiz L.I. Capilla G.G. Reveles A.F. Gutiérrez
R.M.E. Pérez O.P.A. Rubio D.P. Saldaña R.A.
Diosdado P.J.A. (2013). Simulaciones de la prueba
de embutido para Acero SP783-590 con distintos
modelos de material en LS-DYNA. Reporte
Técnico, PEMSA - UG – CONACyT.
ANSYS. Help version 12.
ASM Handbook Volume 02 “Properties and
Selection Nonferrous Alloys and Special-Purpose
Material”, ASM International, Metal Parks Ohio.
ASM Handbook Volume 08 “Mechanical Testing
and Evaluation”, ASM International, Metal Parks
Ohio.
ASM Handbook Volume 09 “Properties and
selection: Irons and steels”, ASM International
Metal Parks Ohio.
ASM Handbook Volume 14 “Forming and Forging”,
ASM International, Metal Parks Ohio.

Conclusions

Du C., Chen X. M., Lim T., Chang T., Xiao P., and
Liu S. D. (2007), Correlation of FEA prediction and
experiments on dual-phase Steel automotive rails.
AIP Conference Proceedings, 908 (1), pp 943-948.
Doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.101063/1.2740932

It can conclude that for a sheet metal stamping
operation, should use materials with low elastic
modulus (E) and yield stress (σy), but with high
values of n, K and r prom besides promote a low
coefficient of friction to carry out the operation.

Erman Tekkaya, (2000) ,“State-of-the-art of
simulation of sheet metal forming”, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Middle East Technical
University, Journal of Materials Processing
Technology 103, 14-22.
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INCORPORATING FLIPPED LEARNING INTO THE SUBJECT OF AIRCRAFT
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Chan Kah Whye*, Yap Choon Seng and Shanbhag Narayan
Republic Polytechnic, School of Engineering, Singapore
*Chan_kah_whye@rp.edu.sg
watch the videos and read other materials prepared
by their lecturer prior to the lesson. Time in class is
used for discussion of concepts and for clearing up
misconceptions with the lecturer so that the
students can explore the topic in greater depth and
create richer learning opportunities (Hamdan et al,
2013). The lecturer can also focus on students who
need additional guidance and support.
The subject chosen for this study is Aircraft
Electrical Systems, a subject taken by final year
students in the course. It consists of fifteen lessons
and the three topics chosen for flipped learning to
be used are aircraft lighting system, anti-icing
system and fire detection system.
Reading materials, videos and a worksheet for
each topic were uploaded at least one week prior to
the lesson. Students were supposed to watch the
videos and read the materials given to them prior to
each lesson. Students were given a quiz right at the
start of the lesson. After that the lecturer gave a
brief lecture on the topic of the day. After a short
break, students attempted the questions in the
worksheet together with supporting laboratory
experiments. In the third part of the lesson, students
explained the results of their experiments using
what they have understood. Finally the day is
concluded with another quiz to examine the
students' overall understanding of the lesson.

Abstract
This paper reports our experience in using
flipped learning to deliver three lessons in the
subject of Aircraft Electrical Systems. A total of
one-hundred and nine third-year students from
an aviation course at Republic Polytechnic
participated in the study. Fifty-seven of these
participants went through the subject without
using flipped learning. The remaining fifty-two
students used flipped learning for three lessons
in the subject. This study compared the test
results of these two batches of students. Results
of t-tests showed that students who experienced
flipped learning performed significantly better
in the final test. Students’ reflections after the
flipped learning lessons were also analysed.
Majority of the feedback from students were
positive.
Keywords: Flipped Learning Model, Aircraft
Electrical Systems subject, paper quiz assessment.
Introduction
With Singapore being developed into a regional
aerospace hub for both commercial and general
aviation, the Singapore government is providing
strong support and incentives to encourage more
aerospace companies to strengthen their presence in
Singapore.
Aircraft Electrical Systems is a subject in one of
the aviation programmes in Republic Polytechnic.
The curriculum of this subject is closely-aligned
with the Singapore Airworthiness Requirements 66
(SAR 66) curriculum so that graduates of the
program would be better prepared for the Civil
Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS)
examinations that they would need to take if they
aspire to be Licensed Aircraft Engineers.

Method
Fifty-seven third-year students in Semester 1
and fifty-two third-years students in Semester 2
participated in this study. Only the students in
Semester 2 went through the three flipped learning
lessons. A t-test was used to compare the final test
scores of students in Semester 1 and Semester 2.
The objective of the test is to see if students who
learned the three topics through flipped learning
performed significantly better than their
counterparts who did not. Students’ feedback on
the three flipped learning lessons was also gathered
and analysed.

FLIPPED LEARNING MODEL
Bergmann and Sams (2012) were among the
first to introduce Flipped Learning. The idea of
Flipped Learning is to make students more
independent, flexible and well-prepared in their
learning before coming into the class. Students can

Results and Discussion
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Table 1 shows the average scores that the
students obtained in the final test for the three
topics under study. The mean scores that were
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obtained with flipped learning were all higher than
the scores obtained by students in the previous
semester when flipped learning was not used for
the same lessons. Table 2 shows the comparison of
the test scores for the two semesters. Results
indicated that students performed significantly

better for all the three topics when flipped learning
was used.

Table 1 Mean percentage score of students for topics conducted using Flipped learning
n

Lighting

No flipped learning

57

66.0%

67.1%

52.3%

With flipped learning

52

75.0%

97.3%

75.8%

Anti-icing

t

df

p

Lighting

2.00

98.8

.05

Anti-icing

7.18

91.9

.00

Fire protection

4.43

107

.00

Table 3 shows a comparison of the results for
the remaining topics whereby no flipped learning
used at all for both semesters. In this case, the
differences were mostly insignificant except for
two of the topics (transformer and split-parallel)
where performance actually deteriorated in
Semester 2. This result further strengthens our
conviction that flipped learning had helped students
learn better.
Table 3 Results of t-tests for remaining topics in
the subject
Topic

t

df

p

Battery

–.57

104

.57

Generator

.34

107

.73

Motor

–1.62

104

.11

Transformer

–6.21

107

.00

Ignition

.33

107

.75

Split-parallel

–2.02

107

.05

Students were also asked to reflect on their
experience of the flipped learning lessons. Majority
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of the students commented that they are better
prepared for the class when reading materials are
given to them beforehand. Three samples of
students’ reflections are given below.
Student A: “I went thru it yesterday and also
this morning when I got to class. Honestly I find
that this strategy is good because it gets you
involved early and also triggers a lot of ideas and
questions before class starts and then going thru it
during 1st and 2nd break helps you understand it
more.”
Student B: “The resources that were given to
me were very useful with good quality. I studied it
during weekends and on that same day; I knew
almost everything about Aircraft Lighting Systems.
However, I still have to do some research on the
internet as I need to clarify certain things which I
hardly understand. I believe that this process is
quite effective as it can tell whether the students
have the capability to study by themselves
independently or they need some proper guidance
or even they seem clueless due to their laziness for
not doing their given tasks. I have gained some
great self-learning as this would definitely help me
in my future whereby I will be on my own once
I've started my new career.”
Student C: “I did try to read through the
resources in the morning when I am travelling in
the bus to the school. I tried to read up all the
resources that were given so that I would be clearer
of what is going on later for the lesson.
I did get quite a lot of information and the overview
of today problem. The process was thumbs up as it
did benefits me and put me ahead of what is going
through in the class. The resources given were
relevant. I am sure if I am going to do this every
day, I would know better off today problem. ”
Based on the above feedback, we concluded
that students were more motivated during the
flipped learning lessons and also experienced a
sense of accomplishment at the end of the lessons.
However students will only reap the benefits of
flipped learning if the difficulty level of the reading
materials matches the ability level of students.
Otherwise students might not be able to understand

Table 2 Results of t-tests for topics whereby flipped
learning was conducted in Semester 2
Topic

Fire protection
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what they are reading when they are left to do the
reading on their own. This observation is expressed
by the following student’s feedback.
Student D: “I have spent time during weekends
to read through the resources and problem
statement. It was quite hard for me to learn as some
of the information was quite difficult for me to
understand it. It would be good if sir could
summarize the important point and briefly explain
the topic.”
Student would also not benefit from flipped
learning if they are not motivated to do their own
pre-reading before class. In this study, we also saw
examples of such students.
Student E: “I did not study the resources
provided before the start of the class. However, I
did take the time to read them after the quiz before
you began with the problem. That counts too right?
I think what helped me through was the prior
knowledge that most of us already had with regards
to the aircraft lighting. I think that this method is
great and it's better, it helps us see onto what we
will
understand
for
today.
Or maybe just because today's lesson seems easier.
”
Conclusion
Semester 2 in 2014 was the first time we tried
using flipped learning to teach three topics in the
subject of Aircraft Electrical System. The analysis
of students’ test results suggested that flipped
learning had a positive effect on students’ learning.
The feedback from students regarding flipped
learning was also generally positive. This
experience gave us more confidence in using an
alternative pedagogy to deliver the subject content,
and we will continue to explore the feasibility of
using flipped learning in other subjects.
References
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-PHYSICS HANDICRAFTS 2008~2014Yoji HIGASHIDA*
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Abstract

it is better action that adopted group work, active
learning and presentation. Hereafter the author will
continue its action, as characteristic one in KOSEN.

In National Institute of Technology, Kagawa
College, the author practiced the action of Physics
Handicrafts since 2008. The aims of this action are to
rise of motivation to study physics and to make
students feel physics interesting, further to make
students associate the laws and principles in physics
with physical phenomena in their daily life.
In the concrete procedure, the students make the
handicraft taken the laws and principles in physics
into consideration, by group work. They have to
make not only the handicraft but also the
presentation materials about their handicraft. Many
interesting handicrafts were submitted, the author
utilized good ones in physics class and exhibited
them in their campus festival and experimental
workshops.
In the result of student’s questionnaire, its effects
are indistinct. However, some students enjoyed
Physics Handicrafts and understood physics more
deeply. Further a few students joined the activities
making handicrafts in workshops for children.
Though this action has a little effect for all students,

Keywords: Physics Education, Engineering Education,
Motivation, Active Learning, Group Work, Presentation
Skill
Introduction
Physics is indispensable for engineer and
engineering education, so students to be engineers must
learn basic knowledge and ideas in physics. In particular,
as students in KOSEN get earlier engineering education,
they need earlier physics one. However, there is a gap of
the education in junior high school and that in KOSEN.
On the other hand, the declining population of children
has an influence on the difference of scholastic ability in
enrollments of KOSEN. Some students don’t feel
physics interesting and exciting, and can’t associate
physics with engineering education and physical
phenomena in their daily life. Further a few students
have an awareness that they can’t understand physics.
As improvement methods, the schemes in physics

Table 1.Concrete procedure for Physics Handicrafts

Materials purchase
(for Applicants)
Members of group
Division into groups
Announcement time
Idea paper deadline
(including List of materials
request)
Handicraft
Electronic file deadline
Submission method

2008
Handicraft
Electronic file
By teacher
By budget for school
5-6 students
By students
Before summer vacation
(early in July)
None

End of September

2009

2010
2013
Handicraft
Electronic file
Idea paper
(including List of materials request)

4-5 students
Middle of
December

Early in
October
middle of
November

Early in
February

Middle of
November

Presentation
Evaluation

USB memory
Mail
None
By teacher

Utilization of handicrafts

Educational materials in Physics classes
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By teacher
Early in December
End of December
(for materials purchase)
Middle of January
(for the others)
End of January

Educational materials in
Physics classes
Exhibition in Campus festival

2014

Early in
August
Early in
November
Middle of
December
3 minutes
By teacher
and students

▲

Submission
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classes and supplementary lessons have some effects on
the rise of their scholastic ability. On the other hand, in
National Institute of Technology, Kagawa College, the
author (2009, 2010, 2014) practiced the action of
Physics Handicrafts since 2008. The aims of this action
are to rise of motivation to study physics and to make
students feel physics interesting, further to make
students associate the laws and principles in physics
with physical phenomena in their daily life.
In the concrete procedure, after the students study
basic knowledge in physics, they make the handicraft
taken the laws and principles in physics into
consideration, by group work. They have to make not
only the handicraft but also the presentation materials
about their handicraft. Many interesting handicrafts
were submitted and the author evaluated them,
furthermore student’s evaluations were taken into
account since 2014. The author utilized good ones in
physics class and exhibited them in their campus
festival and experimental workshops.
In this paper the concrete procedure of Physics
Handicrafts and good ones are introduced. Furthermore
the result of student’s questionnaire are analyzed and its
effectiveness is discussed.

The group consisted of five or six members in 2008
but some members didn’t join in group work. Therefore
the member of group decreased and since 2009 the
group consisted of four or five members. In 2008, 2009
and 2010 the groups were made by students freely.
Since 2013 the author divided students into groups by
their student numbers. For example the group of No.1,
No.11, No.21, No.31 and No.41 was called Group 1.
The Division into groups is useful for seeing the
members of groups.
The time of the action was altered with reflections of
previous year. However the best time for it is indistinct.
In 2008 Physics Handicraft began as the homework of
summer vacation. The author announced it before
summer vacation, early in July, and the deadline of
submission was the end of September. As students of
first grader didn’t study physics so much, the action was
held late in 2009. However in January students and the
author were busy, so the time of it was altered in 2010,
2013 and 2014.
In 2014 the presentations about their handicraft were
held for the first time. For three minutes every group
explained their handicraft in short. Figure 2 shows the
picture of their presentation. The evaluations of the
handicrafts were adopted the mutual evaluations of
students in 2014, in addition to those of the author.

Procedure
In National Institute of Technology, Kagawa
College, the author practiced the action of Physics
Handicrafts in physics classes of first grader. Since
2008 the author has done it continuously except for
2011, 2012 in the author’s absence. The procedure has
improved year by year and is shown in Table 1.
 At first, the submissions of the action are Handicraft
and Electronic file. The students have to make the
Handicraft taken the laws and principles in physics into
consideration and Electronic file about their Handicraft.
Furthermore since 2010 they have to make Idea paper
including List of materials request and the author
checked the contents and the safety of it. Applicants
were supplied with materials of Handicraft by the
budget for school. Figure 1 is Idea paper including List
of materials request.

Figure 2 Picture of presentation about their handicraft
Physics handicrafts were utilized as educational
materials in physics classes. Furthermore the handicrafts
in 2013 were exhibited in Campus festival as works of
first grader. Figure 3 shows the picture of exhibition in
campus festival.

Figure 3 Picture of exhibition in campus festival
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Figure 1 Idea paper including List of materials request
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Results
For five years many handicrafts and electronic files
were submitted. There were interesting ones, highly
complete ones, low complete ones that adopted
interesting principle and so on. In this section good ones
are introduced.
In 2008 there were many same handicrafts as though
the water rocket and the collision pendulum. Figure 4
shows the collision pendulum using momentum
conservation and the robot made of paper cup using
moment of force. In 2009 though there were many same
handicrafts, many groups devised and many good ones
were submitted. A group made Yagi antenna using
knowledge of electromagnetic wave. Figure 5 shows
Yagi antenna and Magnet pendulum that explains
Kepler’s laws. In 2010 some group made highly
complete ones and Figure 6 shows the low power coil
gun using electromagnetic induction and the robot made
of wood using moment of force. In 2013 there were
many interesting ones and some low complete ones that
adopted interesting principle. Figure 7 shows the handoperated electric generator, so-called Erekiteru, and the
toy of linear motor car. Especially Erekiteru was
excellent one in completeness and principle. In 2014
there were interesting handicrafts but few highly
complete ones. For the first time the presentations about
their handicraft were held and mutual evaluation of
students. Figure 8 shows the toy of space elevator and
picture of group work. Figure 9 shows the parts of
Electronic file about the low power coil gun.

Figure 6 Low power coil gun and the robot made of
wood(2010)

Figure 7 Erekiteru and the toy of linear motor car(2013)

Figure 8 Toy of space elevator(2014) and picture of
group work(2009)

Figure 4 Collision pendulum and Robot made of paper
cup(2008)

Figure 9 Parts of electronic file about the low power coil
gun(2010)
Questionnaires and Discussion

Figure 5 Yagi antenna and Magnet pendulum(2009)
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In the end of first grader, after the action,
questionnaires for the students were held in 2009, 2010,
2013 and 2014 except for 2008. As the question items
are not same in all years, the results of five common
ones are analyzed and discussed below.
Figure 10 shows the result of Q1 “Did you enjoy
Physics Handicraft?”. Though the percentage of answer
“Neither” is larger, “Very enjoyable” and “Enjoyable”
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come to about 40% altogether. All students didn’t enjoy
but some of them wanted to make other handicrafts and
join the club that hold the experimental workshops and
develop the educational materials.

Figure 12, Q3. Did the action change your study in
Physics?
Figure 13 shows the result of Q4 “Do you think that
the action is effective for study in Physics?”. The
percentage of the students that think the action effective
was increasing year by year and in 2014 it was higher
than 70%. The students felt effectivity but couldn’t
change their study in Physics.

Figure 10, Q1.Did you enjoy Physics Handicraft?
Figure 11 shows the result of Q2 “Did you join in
actively?”. The answer that they joined in actively
increases in 2014. However these data aren’t reliable so
much and as the action is group work, some of members
don’t join in. As the measures, in 2014 the mention of
member’s roles was demanded in Electronic file. The
effect is indistinct.

Figure 13, Q4. Do you think that the action is effective
for study in Physics?
Figure 14 shows the result of Q5 “What is source of
the Handicraft?”. As everyone can see, most of them
looked into Handicraft on Web. Comparing 2010 with
2013, the students looking into it by textbook and book
decreased.

Figure 11, Q2. Did you join in actively?
Figure 12 shows the result of Q3 “Did the action
change your study in Physics?”. Most of the students
felt a little change and not a few students felt change for
the laws and the principle in physics. Especially in 2014
the ones increased.
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Figure 14, Q5. What is source of the Handicraft?
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In these questionnaires, though the student subjects
of the survey are replaced every year, in 2014 the
students that felt the change of study and effectiveness
of the action increased. In 2014 presentations about
their handicraft were held and the students evaluated the
others handicraft each other for the first time. The
presentations and the mutual evaluations are one of the
reasons for increase of students that felt the change of
study and effectiveness of the action.
Conclusions
For five years many interesting Physics Handicraft
were submitted. In the result of student’s questionnaire,
distinct opinions about Physics Handicrafts don’t appear
and its effect is indistinct. However, some students
enjoyed Physics Handicrafts and understood physics
more deeply. Further a few students joined the activities
making handicrafts in workshops for children. Though
this action has a little effect for all students, it is better
action that adopted group work, active learning and
presentation. Hereafter the author will continue its
action, as characteristic one in KOSEN.
References
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Abstract

Introduction

Recently, the requirement and need for active learning
and student-centered classes have been intensified, since
the outcome and the improvement of classes quality are
very important in popularized higher education system
all over the world. From the background, we focused
on an industrial English class in Dept. Materials Science
and Engineering in this study. The class was originally
composed of 40 something students in the Dept.
Materials Science and Engineering. However, the
number decreased to several ones drastically, after they
had the first lesson. Even the reason might be attributed
to that the class was elective to some extent, the main
one should have been considered that it was pretty
inactive, bored and passive. Their original dislike for
English might have reinforced the tendency. Then we
decided to introduce active learning style where
students could tackle with the problems. Then a
powerful learning management system (LMS),
Blackboard, was introduced to Kosen colleges (NIT).
Therefore, we utilized it for the elective class. Teachers
uploaded problems or files for each lesson at the
bulletin board of LMS in advance. Students could solve
them while they were staying at home or somewhere out
of class. Even if they could not learn it at home, they
could make progress for their reports and answers.
Such a flexible manner could help them to continue
their motivation. Their reports were evaluated by a
simple and tentative Rubric. However, it was still
fundamental and should be improved further in the
future. Holistically, their learning style could be
activated. Even though this was just an overall
impression at this point, their whole attendance
supported our impression. After all of the lessons, we
gave students questionnaires and tried to evaluate the
outcomes quantitatively.

The importance of English learning is becoming
important more and more in the world. Our Kosen(1)
has the mission to produce lots of industrial engineers
for the future. Since the future engineers would be
expected to be very active in the world, they should
have opportunities to learn English as much as possible.
And at the same time, they should learn English from
the viewpoint of industrial engineering. From the
background, we faculties in the departments of materials
science and engineering have set the class for industrial
English in these many years. However, we have had the
problem that students learning activities have been not
so positive and that the outcomes have been problematic.
One of the authors (Kanematsu) took the charge of the
class 2014. As well as his past experiences in the class,
students activity did not satisfied him. However, he
realized that the number of refusers for the English class
reached the maximum this time. Concretely speaking,
the situation could be described as follows.
The class was originally composed of 40 something
students in the Dept. Materials Science and Engineering.
However, the number decreased to several ones
drastically, after they had the first lesson. Many reasons
could be mentioned. However the main one should
have been considered that it was pretty inactive, bored
and passive. Their original dislike for English might
have reinforced the tendency. Then we decided to
introduce active learning style(4) where students could
tackle with the problems. As an educational tool,
Blackboard(2),(3), one of the learning management
system, was introduced. The LMS was introduced
formally by Kosen recently. In this educationa traial
and experiment, we carried out the industrial English
class with Blackboard, discussed/evaluated the results.
Materials and Methods or pedagogy

Keywords: Active learning, learning management
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We decided to use a text book like the usual class.
The text book was not oriented specially to industrial
English class, but an usual and practical one. In the text
book, students could concretely learn practical examples

system, LMS, industrial engineering, Rubric
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of English sentences students might encounter in
engineering or industrial world with the high
probabilities. The academic level was pretty
fundamental. Students had to prepare the textbook for
each in advance. As already described, the text book
would have been originally used for usual fact-to-face
“inactive” learning. However, it was also kept as text
book after changing the classroom type.
Problems were provided to students in advance.
One week before the next time, just after the previous
lessons, they appeared on the LMS. Students had to
prepare the answers for proposed questions. Then they
particpated to each lesson in the real classrooms. They
struggled with solving problems in the classroom. In a
meaning, we could say it would be a sort of flipped
classrooms. Students attendance rate were almost 100%.
It means they almost join the classroom activities.
They uploaded their answers to the LMS each time
and the answers were evaluated online. Rubric systems
attached to the blackboard was introduced. However, it
was restricted to a trial usage this time. Students could
not see their evaluation by teachers immediately and
they could know their judges a couple of weeks later.
After all of their classes ended, a questionnaire
composed of some questions were required for students
to answer. And the results were discussed at the end of
the term.

Fig2. Students should have clicked “discussion” to
questions and answers.

After they uploaded, teachers judged their answers
online. One of the question view is shown in Fig.3.
Usually, each session was composed of several
questions.

Results and Discussion
Students were forced to join the classroom online in
the class and also outside classroom, when they tackled
with the course, Industrial Engineering. First of all they
had to selected the course from many ones the teacher
provided. (Fig.1)
Fig.3 A question view.

And the trial Rubic function was shown in Fig.4.

Fig.1 The display appearance when students
entered first of all.

Then the students entered the next screen as shown in
Fig.2. They clicked the discussion menu to see the
question view. In the discussion section, students could
see the problems for each session and wrote down their
answers.

Fig.4 A rubric view.
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Teacher could reach the rubric view and edition
function through the edition function of discussion
menu. The results were shown not only to teachers, but
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also to students participating the class. As already
described, they should have been in that way. However,
the usage of the function did not work this time, since
the evaluation was delayed several weeks this time.

Q4: The class with the usage of blackboard prolonged
my preparation time.
a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all

In this educational experiment, the rubric was composed
of the following matrix (Fig.5)

Q5: The class with the usage of blackboard made me
concentrate in the classroom.
a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all
Q6: The classroom with the usage of blackboard
prolonged my review time.
a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all
Q7: I feel such a type of class should increase in the
future.
a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all
Q8: My interest about English became stronger.
a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all

Fig.5 Rubric used in this experiment.

Q9: Please mention the merits for such a type of class.
The standard was composed of three points as follows.
#1: Did students understand the problem (33%).
#2: Did they think over the problem and prepared to
answer?
#3: Their answers were appropriate and correct?

Q10: Please mention the demerits for such a type of
class.
Q11: Please indicate the area of improvement.
Q12: Please give us your feedback, if any.

On the other hand, grading (academic levels or
outcomes evaluation) was carried out according to the
following points.
S (Super): There are some great performances beyond
expected thinking activities.
A: Satisfied fully.
B: Satisfied pretty well.
C: More efforts should be done.
According to the rubric, grading was carried out.
However, the result could not be evaluated properly.
That would be the future mission for us.
After the final class at the end of the term, a
questionnaire was given to the students online. They
were as follows.
Q1. Your motivation was enhanced by the usage of
blackboard.
(a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all
Q2: The class with PC was more fun.
(a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all
Q3: Was your teacher friendly?
(a) Very much (b) Pretty much (c) neutral (d) not so
much (e) not at all
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The remarkable accordance could be observed at
questionnaire 3. It indicates all of the students felt their
teacher very friendly. It suggests that they enjoyed the
class very much. However, the analyses for their
answers should be discussed more in detail, since their
answers were pretty complicate.
The positive answers were observed at Questionnaire 2,
5, and 7. It means that they enjoyed the class with
higher concentration and also that they wished such a
type of class in the future. The result for questionnaire
8 indicates all of the students showed pretty positive
feeling. It suggests that some of the students had the
interest for English itself through the class. The rate of
positive students for the question was 40%. That was
not so bad news for teachers.
On the other hand, the results of questionnaires 1, 4
and 6 were scattered. The results suggest that students
were not confident with the outcomes of the class. As
for the education and academic outcomes, the results
should be analyzed in different ways.
As for the free feedback, they gave us many kinds of
useful suggestions and tips, fortunately.
According to their feedback, all of the students agreed
that they could tackle with the class very freely and
more concentration. However, the time required to
solve the problems differed from student to student.
many students insisted that the number of the problems
should be increased more. A students felt that this type
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of class would be appropriate for small groups.
However, the student presumed that the class would not
be so good for large groups. And other student felt that
the group work should be introduced for such a class.
Any feedbacks were appreciated and they will be the
references for the improvement for the future.
Conclusions
We carried out an active learning by introducing
Blackboard as learning management system for
industrial English in the department of Materials
Science and Engineering of NIT, Suzuka College.
The results showed that the active learning made the
students active and concentrate.
However, the
outcomes and its precise evaluation should be our future
topic.
Acknowledgements
We express deep gratitude our college President,
Prof. Nitta for his continuing support and understanding.
We also thank the students participating to our
educational trial with their challenging spirits.
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Abstract

order specific for English sentences.

In order to nourish engineers who can work
internationally, what kinds of competences are
required? From my experiences in engineering fields,
they would be skills to read and write technical
papers in English and to present their researches in
international conferences. Then, I wonder if our
curriculum is enough to let our students acquire
such skills. Perhaps, some extra support would be
necessary for them. As the first reason for that, our
school is a college of technology and cannot provide
more English classes than usual high schools. Second,
there are differences in vocabulary, expressions and
constructions between general English and English
for Science and Technology (EST). Even the seventh
graders in our school have difficulties writing the
abstract section in a technical paper. Furthermore,
in ordinary dictionaries, we hardly find example
sentences for scientific verbs such as “converge” and
“quantify.” For technical writing, we need to learn
the differences mentioned above and to get used to
many expressions in science. In particular, beginners
should write English sentences by replacing some
parts in them with words they want to use. In this
study, we attempt to develop an online system to
support beginners’ technical writing based on an
EST corpus. Users of our system can find example
sentences by choosing verbs in Japanese. This means
that Japanese translation must be added to each of
the example sentences. We are currently collecting
more English sentences from scientific journals and
translating them into Japanese. In the translation
process, we have introduced the methodology called
“Semantic Order Filing System (SOFS).” The SOFS
classifies words/phrases in a sentence into seven
categories called “Semantic Order Folder.” For
example, the first and second folders correspond to
the subject and predicate verb of a sentence. That is,
each folder represents a semantic function. The
SOFS would help beginners understand the word

Keywords: technical writing, corpus, English for
science and technology, semantic order filing system,
college of technology

Recent years Japanese students at colleges of
technology have had more opportunities to make a
presentation in international conferences. This means
that they are required to write an English abstract in 2-3
pages. However, it is truly a troublesome job for
teachers to correct their abstracts. English sentences
they write often do not have any subject. For example, if
they translate a Japanese sentence “測定システムを図
X に示す。”, their English translation may be “Show
the measurement system in Fig. X.” A correct
translation is “Figure X shows the measurement
system.” The error may be the influence of their mother
tongue. In Japanese language, subjects tend to be
omitted in the case where they are obvious. Not only
native English teachers but also Japanese teachers have
difficulties in correcting their erroneous sentences. In
this work, we attempt to develop a corpus-based support
system for technical English writing, which makes it
easier for native English teachers to correct English
sentences Japanese students wrote.
Materials and Methods
The most important thing to construct a corpusbased system is to collect quality English sentences. For
this purpose, we made use of a corpus of English for
Science and Technology, the PERC Corpus (PERC,
2008). We can access the Web site for free. All the
sentences in the PERC Corpus were collected from
academic journals in 22 scientific fields. Because our
system targets students at colleges of technology, we
selected as a sub-corpus six fields: civil engineering,
computer science, construction and building technology,

Table 1 An Example of Japanese Translation Given in Our Corpus-based System
who
We
我々は

does/is
propose
提案する

whom/what
a new method
新しい手法
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where
in this paper.
本論文で

when
―
―

how
―
―

why
―
―

▲

Semantic function
English sentence
Japanese translation

Introduction
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electrical and electronic engineering, engineering and
telecommunications. The English sentences we obtained
are used for the purpose of academic research only.
The process of collecting English sentences consists
of three steps. First, we extracted 105 Japanese verbs
from Japanese abstracts, which the seventh graders in
our school had written for their dissertation. Second, we
translated the Japanese verbs into English ones. After
that, other teachers in our school examined both the
Japanese and English verbs, and added more verbs that
were considered indispensable for writing technical
papers. As a result, we obtained 200 English verbs with
no duplication. These verbs are used as base form in
collecting English sentences by the POS search in the
PERC Corpus, which enables us to specify the “part of
speech” of a searched word.
Our corpus-based system allows the users to search
English sentences by choosing Japanese verbs. Also,
they can see Japanese translation attached to English
sentences obtained. In other words, our system is a
parallel corpus between Japanese and English.
However, the Japanese translation is shown in a
different manner from ordinary Japanese sentences. It is
actually shown in a semantic order. Table 1 (see the
previous page) shows an example of Japanese
translation given in our system. Tajino (2011) named
such a way to show an English sentence and its
Japanese translation “Semantic Order Filing System
(SOFS).” The SOFS would implicitly make the users
aware of the word order specific for English sentences.
In Japan, most of English teachers teach their students
the constructions of English sentences by means of five
elements: subject (S), verb (V), object (O), complement
(C) and modifier (M). But this way of teaching seems
not to be effective for those who are really poor at
English. Therefore, we have introduced the SOFS as an

alternative way.
We intend the system to be used online. Thus, it has
been programmed with “Ruby on Rails.” The
programming language, Ruby is an object-oriented
language developed by Yukihiro Matsumoto and is
suitable for making Web applications. Figure 1 shows a
snapshot of our system. It was named “the Corpusbased support System for Technical Writing (CSTEW).”
The users first choose a Japanese verb from the
upper pull-down menu. Next, they choose an agent for
the verb in the lower pull-down menu. After a pair of
verb and agent was chosen, an English sentence
including those words is shown in the field below.
Predicate verb is in red both in English and Japanese
sentences. The future version of the system will show a
section tag indicating which section of an article the
sentence appeared in. Furthermore, a supplementary
explanation on the verb usage might be added to each
sentence. Note that a series of procedures shows only
one English sentence. This is not preferable for learning
how to write technical English. Therefore, if the users
do not choose any agent, they can see all the sentences
with the verb they chose.
Results and Discussion
We tried to use the system by ourselves and it works
well as a prototype of support system for technical
writing. But we have found two problems. One is that
there are too many verbs and agents in each pull-down
menu. In the present version, each verb has only five
example sentences. However, as the number of
sentences increases, it becomes more difficult to find
the usage of a verb which the users want to know. The
other is that one Japanese verb does not always
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Fig. 1 A snapshot of our corpus-based system.
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correspond to one English verb. That is, the relationship
between Japanese and English verbs is not one-to-one
correspondence. In order to solve the two problems,
some method for grouping the verbs and agents would
be required.
As a first step for grouping, we attempted to analyze
the collocational relationship between words in the
Japanese verbs and agents. For this analysis, we
employed free software for text mining, “KH Coder”
(Higuchi, 2014). This is because the software includes a
morphological analyzer for Japanese language,
“ChaSen,” which was developed by Nara Institute of
Science and Technology. In addition, KH Coder
provides us with a large variety of statistical tools. Cooccurrence network is one of such tools and enables us
to know which word pair frequently occurs in the same
sentence.
Figure 2 shows a co-occurrence network of words in
the verbs and agents. Each node represents a word and
an edge is drawn between two words if they co-occur
frequently. We evaluated the co-occurrence frequency
by Jaccard coefficient. This is defined as follows:

P( A  B)
,
P( A  B)

(1)

Fig. 2 A co-occurrence network of words in the Japanese verbs and agents.
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J ( A, B) 

where P(AB) is the co-occurrence probability of
words A and B in the same sentence. P(AB) is the
occurrence probability of word A or B. The value of the
coefficient ranges from 0 to 1. As the value increases,
the intensity of co-occurrence becomes larger. Actually,
the thickness of each edge corresponds to this intensity.
For all the edges in Fig. 2, Jaccard coefficient is greater
than 0.2.
The color of each node represents the betweenness
centrality. The degree of the centrality is determined by
whether a node is located in the shortest path between
two nodes except that node. Pink color indicates the
highest centrality. White and aqua follow the pink in
this order.
In the upper right of Fig. 2, we can see a bright pink
node surrounded by eight nodes. The node corresponds
to a Japanese verb, 行う(conduct). In Japanese language,
this verb is often combined with a noun implying some
behavior. For instance, four nodes around the pink one
show 分 解 (decomposition), 実 験 (experiment), 測 定
(measurement) and 抽出(extraction), respectively and
they mean actions taken in a laboratory.
A hub node like 行う(conduct) seems to give a key
for grouping the verbs and the agents in each pull-down
menu. Namely, the users first choose an action from
categories such as (a) do it inside a laboratory and (b)
do it outside a laboratory. Then, they choose an agent of
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the action from categories such as (c) human and (d)
machine. However, there is a problem in making such
categories. We cannot know which part of speech, verb
or noun, each word in the network is attributed to. For
example, 測定(measurement) is definitely a noun but
this could be separated from a verb, 測定する(measure)
by the Japanese morphological analyzer. In other words,
lots of Japanese nouns can be verbified by being
followed by a verb, する(do).
Considering the above findings, co-occurrence
network should be analyzed for English words, not
Japanese words. Then, we should try to categorize the
words and give each category a title in Japanese. This
would make it easier for the users to choose a pair of
verb and agent suitable for what they want to express.
Conclusions
We have developed a prototype of support system
for technical English writing. Throughout the
development, it was clarified that categorizing the verbs
and the agents of example sentences was necessary and
this could be attained by analyzing the co-occurrence
network of English words in our corpus. At the same
time, we need to translate more English sentences into
Japanese using the SOFS. Furthermore, we are going to
have the sixth graders use our corpus-based system to
write the summary of their research plans in English.
Acknowledgements
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The National Institute of Technology, Anan
College (NIT, Anan College) was inaugurated in
2014, after the Ministry of Education University
reform promotion subsidies （ University reform
promotion project）had begun. Many Institutions of
Higher Education in this country applied for this
project, and after harsh evaluation, the effort of the
NIT, Anan College was highly evaluated. Especially,
in Theme Ⅱ (Visualization of Learning Outcome),
NIT, Anan College was the unique College of
Technology designated. This shows that the plan
based on FD activities in our college was continuous
enough to win the admiration. By improving the
management of teaching and learning which focuses
on opportunities for student learning, we attempt to
visualize the Learning Outcome and provide an
environment in which students can be taught
thoroughly and autonomously. That provides an
environment where students can study unsupervised
with thoroughness, and build a system that students
mature comprehensively as a human beings. Of
great importance for students is to evaluate
academic results by taking notice of their daily
learning process, to get in the habit of studying
voluntarily, to visualize the competence of the
student as an acceptable member of society, and to
fully utilize their capacity for the Career Design.
In concrete terms, by using cloud-based LMS and
with faculty cooperation, our college will achieve
educational improvement. Four programs will be the
core of the approach: (1) Ensure the learning time
by accumulating the Learning Portfolio. (2) Evaluate
competence. (3) Implement Student Surveys to know
the actual learning situation. (4) Make an Academic
Portfolio leading to improving education and
developing skills of teachers.
In this paper, we describe observations about the
achievements and the results addressed up to now,
and report the future plan of competence
development within the visualization of learning
outcomes. As a result, we especially report the result
of company survey regarding required competence.

Introduction
The August, 2012 report released by the Central
Council for Education, emphasized quality assurance.
There were keywords listed: active learning and
visualization of learning outcomes. The second Basic
Plan for Promoting Education released by Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
(MEXT) was approved in a Cabinet meeting in June,
2013. One of basic the policies is to promote university
reform to increase the overall study hours of students.
They have to acquire skills to continue studying by
themselves throughout their career. Therefore, we have
to improve our educational method in order to foster
students to achieve their goal.
In 2014, MEXT selected our educational program as
the Acceleration Program for University Education
Rebuilding (AP). Our program is classified in Theme
Ⅱwhich is aimed at visualizing learning outcomes and
is characterised by focusing on competence. So we
could gain insight into educational improvement system
based on the activities proven worth.
Background
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Recently, teaching portfolios have attracted
significant attention as a key faculty development
activity. Kurita(2013) arranged a teaching portfolio
workshop suitable for Japanese. Though various faculty
development activities have been conducted at NIT,
Anan College, the portfolio workshop was held for the
first time in 2010, with the aim of further improvement
in the quality of teaching. Creating a teaching portfolio
within the National Colleges of Technology has
prevailed more so than at universities and colleges.
Eighteen workshops have been held both on and off
campus with cooperation between the Colleges of
Technology for three and half years. More than 80% of
NIT, Anan College faculty members created portfolios.
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Saupe(1990) defined Institutional Research (IR) as
“research conducted within an institution of higher
education to provide information which supports
institutional planning, policy formation and decisionmaking”. IR has become popular at many universities
in Japan. The use of IR is typically limited to teaching
and learning. NIT, Anan College has implemented the
use of IR for teaching and learning since 2010. We
accumulate the survey targeted at first grade students,
student survey and graduation survey which were
newly-introduced, and share the importance and the
method of using IR in the professional development
workshop for faculty which almost all faculties
participate.
By these means, NIT, Anan College has
fundamental understanding to improve teaching and
learning. Quality assurance and teaching improvement
using IR and TP at NIT, Anan College from 2010 are
shown in Figure 1.

Student

Learning
history

in college

Our program started from the second semester in
2014. Office for Excellence in Teaching and Learning
is newly-organized to carry out our program. At first,
we prepared the LMS as educational infrastructure and
carried out a questionnaire survey to understand the
trend of competence for all current students using LMS.
Actually 97% of current students responded.
Homeroom instructor returned the result report sheet to
each student at a meeting and the student received the
same result of PDF file on LMS. After that students
recognized their own competence and they set specific
goals for achievement with in the year on learning
portfolio on LMS. We expect the students to get a goal
reflecting by themselves. Homeroom instructor has a
regular meeting to help them to achieve success.
Outline using learning portfolio is shown in Figure 3.
We investigate the relationship between the
competence and each subject in the academic
curriculum. Active learning is getting increasing in the
classroom and also developing competence is increasing
in the classroom. Then the competence should be
embedded in an academic program. We recognize that
co-curricular activities facilitate the development of
various competency and want to evaluate the
competence to experience through co-curricular. In
order to evaluate the competence, we are discussing
adapting the rubric reputation.

graduation
Learning
outcome

In the course
of curriculum

Teacher

Improve curriculums, each individual classes
class management

,5

Questionnaire
(at enrollment)

73

Reflection, Clarification of educational philosophy, Setting goals

Student survey

On-going activities

Questionnaire
(at graduation)

4XDOLW\
DVVXUDQFH

Feedback from
assessment

Other
Student evaluation

Figure 1 Quality assurance and teaching improvement
using IR and TP at NIT, Anan College.
Program of visualization of learning outcomes

Quality assurance
of student learning

Using Cloud-Based LMS

Second

3

4

5

Update

Visualization of
Learning Outcomes

First
year

Update

Admission

Update

Portfolio

Student portfolio of “NIT,
Anan College” to
completion!

Update
Update

Reform the faculty of
consciousness
Faculty Development

Consultation

Growth

Complete the portfolio
Summarize

Growth

Targets , plans
Create a Portfolio
Update

Creating an academic
Portfolio and Teaching
Portfolio

Growth

Graduate

Admission

First Second
year

Completion

Figure 3 Outline using learning portfolio.

Ensure the learning time
by accumulating the
Learning Portfolio

Visualization of
Competence
Development of
rubrics to evaluate
the competency

5 year and 2 year learning activities record

Update

The overview of AP program at NIT, Anan College
is shown in Figure 2. Our aim is to prepare educational
circumstances that the students can actively study by
themselves. Then we improve educational management
emphasizing the learning of students to visualize the
learning outcomes. We think it better to put much
value on the learning process in order to achieve an
attainment target for students. Cloud-based learning
management system (LMS) is one of the solutions. It
can offer e-learning, so students study anywhere at any
time. All students can access the LMS from anywhere
that can connect to a network. Faculty can take care and

Use of Model Core Curriculum
Introducing a rubric to evaluate
the learning process

Results and Discussion
Here, we report the results of the company survey.
We carried out a questionnaire survey to identify the
most in demand competence by the company. The
survey periods are two weeks in July, 2015. The target
is the companies that have hired our students, have
attended a job matching fair in Anan College to recruit
on campus and have visited our campus to see a person

Student Survey
Institutional Research
Grasp the situation
learning outcomes

Figure 2 Overview of AP program at NIT, Anan
College. There are four important approaches.
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admission

have a tie between individuals through the network
anytime and anywhere.
Students have to learn practical expertise necessary
in society. Recently, the competency to adapt socially
and to get through life is also required. Therefore we
prepare the visualization of competence that the student
can get through their student life in our college and
support their career formation.
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in charge as recruiting activity.
We issued a
questionnaire on our website for 235 target companies
and 145 companies responded.
There are three questionnaires. The first is to lank
six out of twelve skills in order of most desired. The
second is to ask questions regarding satisfaction with
each selected competence in the first question. The
third is to rank six out of twelve skills in order of the
competency which a person can develop having
practical experience in a company after graduating.
Here, the twelve skills we used in the survey are as
follows: “Communication skills”, “Consensus Building”,
“Information literacy”, “Problem-Solving Skills”,
“Logical Thinking Skills”, “Independence”, “SelfManaging Skills”, “Responsibility Skills”, “Teamwork
Skills”, ” Leadership”, “Ethical Outlook”, “Career
Design”.
Figure 4 shows the result of the first question. The
skills are arranged by order of importance that the
company selected. They are shown as follows:
(1) “Communication skills”
(2) “Teamwork Skills”
(3) “Independence”
(4) “Responsibility Skills”
(5) “Problem-Solving Skills”
(6) “Logical Thinking Skills”

Figure 6 shows the result of the third question. The
skills are arranged in a high potential order of
competence which a person can develop having
practical experience in a company after graduating.
They are shown as follows:
(1) ”Information literacy”
(2) ”Problem-Solving Skills”
(3) ”Communication skills”
(4) ”Teamwork Skills”
(5) “Logical Thinking Skills”
(6) ”Leadership”
From these points of view, the skills which the
company requires Kosen students to have before joining
a company are “Independence” and “Responsibility
Skills”. In other words, we might be aware of the
importance of developing these skills through the
curriculum.

Unsatisfied
23%
Satisfied
77%

From Figure 4, it is clear that the most expected
competency is “Communication skills”. Approximately
90 % of responders selected “Communication skills”.

n=846
Figure 5 Satisfaction ratios for upper six skills.
Figure 6 shows the result of the third question. The
skills are arranged in a high potential order of
competence which a person can develop having
practical experience in a company after graduating.

Figure 4 Skills that the company demands.
Figure 5 shows the result of questions regarding
satisfaction with the selected six skills in the first
question. 77 % of the responders are satisfied with the
ability of Kosen students. Here, “Satisfied” indicates
the numbers of “strongly agree” and “agree”.
“Unsatisfied” indicates the numbers of “strongly
disagree” and “disagree”. Especially, “Responsibility
Skills” and “Teamwork Skills” have a high rating in the
satisfied group. On the other hand, “Responsibility
Skills”, “Career Design”, “Leadership” have a low
rating in the unsatisfied group.
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Figure 6 Competence ranking which a person can
develop having practical experience in a company after
graduating.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, we could specify the six important
skills from the company survey so far. Then we try to
evaluate the competence in some courses of the
academic curriculum for the second semester in 2015.
As a future goal, we would like to show the
visualization of the competence which the students
obtain through both the academic curriculum and cocurricular activities in their college life to utilize getting
their desired career.
We will also analyze the relationship between the
competence and the academic results.
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Abstract

I also report responses from students after doing the
experiment.

A new engineering experiment related to the
fabrication of organic solar cells was introduced for
students in advanced courses of National Institute of
Technology, Akita College (‘NIT, Akita College’). It
has been difficult to choose the experiment theme of
the engineering experiment (‘Exercise of Creative
Engineering’) on Environment Systems Engineering
Course because of the course was established with
the combines and integrates of different department:
Department of Applied Chemistry and Department
of Civil and Environmental Engineering. In that
situation, it was chosen to focus on the organic solar
cell for following reasons, the device is familiar for
students and is easy to fabricate and evaluate. The
students learn about various elemental technology
through the introduction experiment for several
weeks. Then, students parted into groups of two or
three and the group propose to improve the
conversion efficiency or to improve an attractive
product idea to take advantage of low cost. The
students conduct experiments on the basis of the
proposal and give a presentation based on
knowledge acquired from the experiment in the end
of experiment.

Experimental subjects of chemistry course
National Institute of Technology, Akita College
consists of four departments, Mechanical Engineering,
Electrical and Computer Engineering, Applied
Chemistry, and Civil and Environmental Engineering.
In the Department of Applied Chemistry author belong
to, Introduction to Industrial Chemistry, Manufacturing
Technology Workshop Practice, Experiments in
Analytical Chemistry, Experiments in Organic
Chemistry, Experiments in Inorganic Chemistry,
Experiments in Biotechnology, Experiments in Physical
Chemistry, Experiments in Instrumental Analysis,
Experiments in Chemical Engineering are held as
experimental subject. Although we provide a technical
program which puts emphasis on experimentation and
practical training while maintaining a high standard of
education, there are no subject corresponding to the
design subjects in the regular course. Therefore,
engineering designs subject has been introduced from
2017 in order to correspond to the model core
curriculum of National Institute of Technology. In
addition, Production Systems Engineering Course and
the Environment Systems Engineering Course have
been installed in Advanced Engineering Faculty.
Advanced Experiments and Exercise of Creative
Engineering have been performed for the student in
advanced Engineering Faculty and Exercise of Creative
Engineering has become a subject that corresponds to
engineering design education in JABEE (Japan
Accreditation Board for Engineering Education).

Keywords: Engineering Education, Problem based
learning, Enhancement of learning motivation,
Presentation skills
Introduction
As one of the major challenges to be solved in
order to achieve sustainable growth, it is necessary to
recognize the limits of self-cleaning function of Earth
and consumption of the fossil fuel. On that basis,
development and introduction of a renewable energy
sources which are represented by solar energy is
required for the purpose of sustainable growth. We have
performed engineering experiments about the dyesensitized solar cells (‘DSSC’) which are expected as a
clean energy source for the students in advanced course.
In this paper, I describe the engineering education
in Environment Systems Engineering Course and then
explain how to introduce about fabrication of solar cells.

The contents of the experiment
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At the beginning, it was a problem to determine the
experiment content that can respect the independence of
the student and enhance the creativity. Students who
attend the experiments is the first year grade students in
advanced course and graduated from Applied Chemistry
or Civil and Environmental Engineering. Experiment
content was determined to fabrication of electronic
devices such as solar cells in consideration of their
interest. Seto reports educational effects on the device
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fabrication experiment (Seto et al., 2014). Furthermore,
it was decided to learn about various elemental
technology through the introduction experiment for
several weeks to make up for the differences in abilities
of the experiment.

obtained results and knowledge. In addition, after the
presentation, we conduct a power generation efficiency
contest. Students create open cells using their technique,
compete the average value of the conversion efficiency.
Evaluation

Flow of exercises

Evaluation of this experiment is carried out as well
as other experiment in the following. “Conception
ability · program design · realization” is 30 points,
“Tackling situation” is 20 points, “Report” is 50 points.
In particular, “Conception ability · program design ·
realization” consists of the following items, students can
propose a creative idea, students can apply plural
knowledge to experiments, design or solution in
consideration of the constraints and the problems was
obtained. “Tackling situation” consists of the following
items, communication skills and/or teamwork,
activeness and ability to execute premeditatedly.
“Report” consists of the following items, Students can
discuss the improvement and development of the
problems to solve, the impact on the natural and social.
Students can explain in an easy-to-understand manner
about the results of design, conception, solution using
the figure, table, and sentences.
Most students were surprised to find that it was
easier to fabricate a solar cells than they had thought
and students feel happy to look at the running motor by
applying light to the solar cells.

At first, students performed basic experiments for
each elemental technology for the purpose of better
understanding of the chemical reaction process, analysis,
and evaluation methods. Specific contents are as
follows: Preparation of TiO2 film and evaluating
performance of the film as photo catalyst, fabrication of
solar cells and impact assessment of sensitizing dye
using in the solar cells, fabrication of 2-cell solar cell
and performance evaluation. A schematic device
structure is shown in Fig.1 and a picture of DSSC is
shown in Fig.2. Then, student performs the research
proposal for the problem to be solved, differentiating
itself from basic solar cells, improving the power
generation efficiency of the dye-sensitized solar cell.
Students submit an experiment proposal. And then,
based on the experiment proposal, students evaluate and
discuss with creating the original solar cells. Proposed
issue of students is like the following: to optimize the
film shape of the titanium oxide and to clarify the
influence of the surface area, to promote the effective
use of light by consider the dye. Some contents of the
proposal were also taken up as a research theme of the
graduation research (Kosaka and Nishino, 2009,
Ishiyama and Nishino, 2008).
Students will conduct a presentation on the

Conclusions
A new engineering experiment related to the
fabrication of organic solar cells was reported. While
students with different background of knowledge and
technology has attended, we have taught first element
technology of the experiment. In addition, we have
made the group consist of student who graduate from
applied chemistry and civil and environmental
engineering. Then, student propose an experiment
proposal and conduct a presentation on the obtained
results and knowledge.
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Figure 2. A picture of closed solar cells fabricated by
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TEACHING EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS TO ENGINEERING STUDENTS
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Singapore
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Abstract

also give examples of activities and authentic sources
for teaching employability skills from a polytechnic‟s
perspective and discuss implications of this revised
curriculum for developing a systematic approach in
teaching employability skills.

“The driving force behind the 21st Century
economy is knowledge, and developing human
capital is the best way to ensure prosperity”
(National Governors Association, 2001).

Keywords: engineering, teaching and learning in the
21st century, employability skills, life-long learning

Today‟s 21st century knowledge-based economy has
created unprecedented challenges for employers and
workers alike. This means that it is no longer
sufficient for a new graduate to simply have
theoretical knowledge, but it is also increasingly
important that they are equipped with a broad range
of skills, expertise and competencies that will
enhance their employability prospects. The question
is what are these skills and competencies that are
required in order to produce employable graduates?

Introduction

Drawing on the latest research in the field of
teaching employability skills and recommendations
by the Singapore ASPIRE committee, the presenter
together with her subject team has responded to
these questions by revising the curriculum of the
subject, Career Communication, offered to thirdyear School of Engineering students so as to prepare
and empower them to thrive in the economy of the
future. A needs analysis was carried out with
graduating students using a survey and interviews.
The purpose was to examine the gap in the subject
curriculum in preparing them for the workforce and
to determine which employability skills and
competency knowledge are needed to incorporate
into the revised curriculum. Employability skills
were defined as “skills required to not only gain
employment, but also to create value and effectively
contribute to organizational needs”. The eight
identified employability skills are „communication
skills‟, „interpersonal and teamwork skills‟,
„problem-solving skills‟, „technology skills‟, „futureorientation‟, „transnational mindset‟ and „selfmanagement skills‟. The presenter will discuss how
the team used the results of the research to
determine the criteria for selecting the materials and
methods to revise the subject‟s curriculum. She will
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As a small country with no natural resources,
Singapore depends heavily on her human capital. In
fact, she has been described as a modern miracle
because her success has been built on only one resource
– her people. One of the key enablers to Singapore‟s
success is the government‟s investment in the education
sector. With this in mind, Singapore‟s Ministry of
Education commissioned “The Applied Study in
Polytechnics and ITE Review” (ASPIRE) committee to
look into further strengthening applied education at
polytechnics and Institutes of Technical Education
(ITEs). The committee led by Senior Minister of State
for
Education,
Indranee
Rajah,
made
ten
recommendations which can be categorised under three
broad themes: 1. Better choices: Helping students make
better education and career choices 2. Deeper skills:
Helping polytechnic and ITE students grow the skills
they need 3. More pathways: Building more paths that
will allow polytechnic and ITE graduates to progress in
their careers (“Aspire committee report: 6 ways to
improve polytechnic and ITE education”, 2014).
The ASPIRE committee‟s recommendations
aim to create “a strong skills system and industry
linkages that support the alignment of the skills
individuals have with what the job market needs”
(Ministry of Education [MOE], 2014). It also aspires to
equip Singapore‟s polytechnic and ITE graduates to not
only be work- ready but world-ready to meet future
global challenges.
Singapore‟s polytechnic and ITE system has
been successful in enabling students to develop
themselves and realise their potential with nearly nine in
ten graduates finding employment within six months of
1
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graduation (MOE, 2014). However, with a dynamic
environment and globalisation, the education system
needs to innovate in order to better meet the industry
and employers‟ future needs.
In order to identify the skills that are required
by the workforce, it would be useful to first define
employability. „Employability skills‟ is defined as
“those basic skills necessary for getting, keeping, and
doing well on a job” (Robinson, 2000). In fact, in March
2005, Singapore‟s Workforce Development Agency
(WDA) introduced the Singapore Employability Skills
System (ESS). Under ESS, WDA identified ten
employability skills which will help workers become
more effective at work as the skills are transferable and
thus can be applied across different industries. Table 1
shows the employability skills identified by WDA.

revised curriculum with a proposed model of desired
employability skills was then piloted. The aim is to
highlight the factors which had an impact on teaching
these employability skills to students and in light of the
findings, find ways on how to improve teaching and
students‟ mastery of these skills. The aims will be
addressed using data from a quantitative survey of 476
Engineering students from different diplomas who have
completed about four months of internship in external
companies. Implications on and recommended practices
for polytechnic educators on how to enhance the
teaching of employability skills and how to better meet
industry needs are then discussed.
Method
470 third year Engineering students were
surveyed for this research. The 470 students were
randomly selected from more than 1300 students across
fourteen different engineering diplomas who had
completed about four months of internship in different
external companies. No distinction was made regarding
the gender or age of the respondents.
The students completed a hard-copy survey of
ten MCQ questions (see Appendix, Table 3) and two
open-ended questions (see Table 4) which was
administered by their subject tutors at the end of the
subject tutorial. The survey focused on questions
regarding the application and relevance of
communication skills subjects they had taken at
Temasek Polytechnic prior to their internship. Students
were first asked to state whether they were equipped
with adequate communication skills in order to be
effective communicators prior to starting their
internship. To measure the students‟ perceptions on the
importance of employability skills in their workplace,
students were asked to rate – based on three statements the use of the defined employability skills. The three
statements were as follows:

Table 1: Ten employability skills identified by WDA
Employability Skills
Workplace literacy & numeracy
Information & communications technology
Problem solving & decision making
Initiative & enterprise
Communication & relationship management
Lifelong learning
Global Mindset
Self-management
Workplace-related life skills
Health & workplace safety

The employability skills developed by WDA
were designed to equip the workforce with skills that
are transferable and enable continuous and lifelong
learning. Not only are these skills recognised by the
industries and employers, they also form the critical
skills in which the workers could further build on to
acquire broad based and specific skills in their
respective industries (WDA, 2007).
Engineering graduates need a range of
employability skills in order to maintain relevance with
an ever-changing economy. Nowadays, it is no longer
sufficient for a graduate to only have the technical skills
to succeed at the workplace but one also need be able to
effectively contribute to the organisation‟s needs. Illing
(2001) found that employers placed importance on
graduates acquiring a diverse set of skills in differing
work environments. This was also highlighted by Beder
(2000):
“Skills
such
as
problem
solving,
communications, interpersonal skills and critical and
independent thinking should be fostered in engineering
education, not just because they are qualities that
employers look for but because they should be part of
any tertiary education.”
The objective of this paper is to examine the
current gaps in the curriculum of Career
Communication, a subject offered to third-year School
of Engineering students in Temasek Polytechnic and to
determine which employability skills and knowledge are
needed to incorporate into the revised curriculum. The

Table 4: Three statements regarding employability skills
in students‟ survey
A.
B.
C.

I observed my colleagues use these skills at the
workplace.
I used these skills at the workplace.
The Communication Skills modules in TP
prepared me well to perform this task.

For the two open-ended questions, the students
were asked to 1. Suggest areas that they needed help in
order to become more effective communicators as well
as 2. Provide examples of situations during their
internship in which they encountered any forms of
miscommunication.
A total score was then tabulated for each
question in performing each of the behaviours in the
workplace for each diploma. A shortlist of the top eight
most common responses for the two open-ended
questions was then collated.
2
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order to perform well at the workplace, specifically the
identification of communication skills as being the most
important in order to succeed at the workplace. This
point is supported by Jensen (2000) who stated that
employers want:
“…a number of new competencies, with an
emphasis on an increased ability to communicate…”
The next two most important employability
skills are having “interpersonal & teamwork skills”.
The results (see Table 5) suggest that whilst
students were able to apply or observe the use of
employability skills during their internships (refer to
Table 4), they were unable to relate their successful
application as a result of the communication skills
subjects they took prior to their internships. Further
investigation into the students‟ responses may be
necessary before a conclusion can be made.
The results also reaffirm the importance of
working in teams and the ability to have good
interpersonal relations in the workplace. This is
supported by Harvey et al. (1997) which showed that
British employers tend to value generic skills (such as
communication, teamwork skills) more highly than
disciplinary based understanding and skills. As there are
no similar studies done on tertiary students in Singapore,
more research is needed before a definite conclusion can
be reached.
As a result of the above results and discussion,
the revised curriculum for Career Communication took
into account the identified eight employability skills and
used them as the main themes. The subject is organised
into two parts/module: Part One focuses on Workplace
Communication, preparing students to communicate
well in terms of presentation skills and working in
teams (including interpersonal skills) as well as their
transnational mindset (in working with peers from
different nationalities, races and cultural background).
Part Two focuses on Enhancing students‟ Employability,
preparing them to work not only on their
communication and interpersonal skills, but also on
their problem solving and self-management skills. The
revised syllabus also incorporate technology skills and
future orientation with the use of online resources
(Blackboard, search engines, library databases, research
techniques) and critical analysis so as to be prepared for
future challenges.
This revised curriculum enables engineering
students to develop their learning holistically as it also
simulates real-life workplace scenarios via the use of
research skills techniques as one of the assessments for
Part One: Workplace Communication. This is also seen
in Part Two: Enhancing their Employability whereby
students have to demonstrate their communication skills
by writing a resume and cover letter and their
presentation and interpersonal skills in an interview skill
assessment.
The main focus of revision, however, was on
the Workplace Communication module which replaced
the previous Major Report writing component. The
revision was done so as to better integrate the
recommendations from the ASPIRE Committee‟s report

Limitations of study
Firstly, the survey uses the student‟s selfassessed definitions and ratings to measure the level of
competency in their employability skills. This may not
be accurate due to issues of bias and disparity in
students‟ perceptions. There are also limitations posed
by the sample of respondents as it comprised only about
36% of the total number of students.
Results and Discussion
447 students out of 470 (95%) responded that
they were equipped with adequate communication skills
in order to be effective communicators prior to starting
their internship. This showed that the communication
skills subjects the students took during the first two
years in the School of Engineering in Temasek
Polytechnic had prepared them well for the workplace.
These subjects were Effective Communication Skills and
Writing and Oral Presentation Skills in Year 1 and
Organisational Communication in Year 2. The results
also showed that students from the Diploma in Aviation
& Management Services (102 students), Diploma in
Business Process & Systems Engineering (91 students)
and Diploma in Integrated Facility Management (91
students) were the most confident in performing well in
the workplace.
The results suggest that a range of factors
influenced the students‟ perceived competence in their
employability skills. This in turn has multiple
implications for educators. Firstly, although 95% of
students responded that they were equipped with
adequate communication skills to be effective
communicators prior to starting their internship (which
can be attributed to the preparation they had received in
their two years prior), the results showed that a high
percentage (see Appendix, Table 5) felt that the
Communication Skills modules in TP did not prepare
them as well to perform this task compared to their
other responses according to Table 4. Thus urging
further exploration into why the disparity in results.
Based on the results for the two open-ended
questions, the following eight employability skills were
identified as being the most desirable in order to
succeed in the workplace.
Table 6: Eight employability skills identified by Year 3
TP Engineering students in ascending order
No.
1
2&3
4
5
6
7
8

Employability Skills
Communication skills
Interpersonal & teamwork skills
Problem solving skills
Technology skills
Future orientation
Transnational mindset
Self-management skills
The students‟ responses in Table 6 seem to
suggest that students were able to identify the missing
components or the “desired to have” components in
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as well as to better equip the engineering students to be
21st century learners and future workforce. While the
previous Major Report writing component only focused
on the student‟s writing skills, the revised Workplace
Communication focuses on an integration of the desired
employability skills based on the survey conducted (see
Table 3). This includes the critical and highly desired
communication skills, interpersonal and teamwork skills,
problem solving skills, technology skills and future
orientation. Thus the students are able to learn in a more
sequential and coordinated manner, guided by the
employability skills framework.
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Appendix
Table 3: Student Survey

Workplace Communication Survey

Diploma: AMS / AEG / BIE / BZE / CEN / CER / ELN / FDM / GBS / IMT / INE / MET / MIE / MTN

Gender: F / M

Company Name: __________________________________________________________________
Brief Description of Job Responsibilities (eg. project planning, supervise staff; perform stock checks etc):

(I)

During the internship, did you have adequate communication skills to be effective
communicators.

Yes / No

(II) Instructions: Please read the following statements and tick all relevant anwers.
A. I observed my colleagues use these skills at the workplace.
B. I used these skills at the workplace.
C. The Communication Skills modules in TP prepared me well to perform this task.
# Statement

A

B

C

1 Communicate ideas and information, concerns and issues using appropriate communication skills.
2 Use appropriate questioning and active listening techniques (e.g. when obtaining information).
3 Follow spoken workplace instructions.
4 Communicate effectively to request advice, to receive feedback and to work with a team.
Convey meaning clearly, concisely and coherently (e.g. when responding to requests and

5 inquiries), using an appropriate communication style.
6 Participate in workplace meetings and discussions.

7 Participate actively in conversations about appropriate workplace topics.
8 Complete written records and reports applicable to the job.
9 Use instant messaging tools like SMS text messaging, WhatsApp, Twitter etc. for work purposes.
10 Demonstrate clear and precise non-verbal communication (e.g.good use of body language).
(III) Open-ended Questions
D. Suggest areas of help that you require to make yourself more effective communicators.

E. Describe a situation in the company where you encountered miscommunication.

Thank you for completing this survey.
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10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

#

Communicate effectively to request advice,
to receive feedback and to work with a team.
Convey meaning clearly, concisely and
coherently (e.g. when responding to requests
and inquiries), using an appropriate
communication style.
Participate in workplace meetings and
discussions.
Participate actively in conversations about
appropriate workplace topics.
Complete written records and reports
applicable to the job.
Use instant messaging tools like SMS text
messaging, WhatsApp, Twitter etc. for work
purposes.
Demonstrate clear and precise non-verbal
communication (e.g. good use of body
language).
9

5

16

7

18

12

15

9

7

16

16

4

27

8

27

21

25

11

26

29

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

2

2

BIE

42

14

50

27

46

42

36

18

29

43

IFM

35

18

47

29

42

35

40

32

41

38

AMS

4

1

7

3

8

7

4

1

4

5

INE

46

21

55

30

49

38

51

30

38

43

BZE

1

2

9

4

7

8

6

3

5

7

CER

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

2

MET

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

AEG

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

AEL

12

4

10

5

5

9

7

3

5

8

ELN

0

0

5

0

1

1

3

0

1

2

IMT

MTN

Statement
Communicate ideas and information, concerns
and issues using appropriate communication
skills.
Use appropriate questioning and active
listening techniques (e.g. when obtaining
information).
Follow spoken workplace instructions.
GBS

C. The Communication Skills modules in TP prepared me well to perform this task.

Respondent's Option

Table 5: Results from survey
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